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In 
commemoration  ol the 
190(i  
earth  
quake 
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much
 ol the liti% \ rea.
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l)t Martin I 'Mier King
 Jr .14)1111 1 Attars 
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 images
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San 
Jose 
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to
 tell the 
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tlw I 'Mb 
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 don't 
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that
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earthquake)
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Professor Stan 
Underdal,  recipient of the 2005-2006 
Outstanding
 Lecturer Award, delivers his history
 lectures, such as this one 
in Wednesday morning's History 15b, with an emphatic enthusiasm. 
Underdal honored for
 22 years at SJSU 
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Opposing Views: 
yEsChildren
 need loving homes. 
I here ale 
times w 
lien I 
really  wonder what the 
world
 has 
come
 to, 
especially  
w 
hen 
SttlICIS  Is
 
is 
iii 
i present
 children 
from receiving 
lose Bet y re w mule'
 iiig
 
kit  I
 in talking 
about 
Well, I'll 
clarify.  
I'm talking
 
about  gay 
adoption
 
The  count!) scents to be up in arms 
right now, 
arguing about
 
n hether  gays should
 be able to adopt
 chit 
dren NI)
 
question
 
would  be 
this W ho are we to dem anyone the 1, 
oh
 raising a child' let 
us
 lo%ik at this logically people Theic 
children.
 every 
single day. 
is ho are 
born
 to 
parents
 
who 
don't
 
w ant 
them X 
nd
 let me 
tell
 
Sou,
 
if 
someone
 
doesn't  adopt them, they
 go 
*the sS 
stenn
 
that would be our wonderful, delightful, childinendl) 
111111
 
i.uI 
sy 
stem
 
1 ell me you hear the sarcasm dripping [loin that 
last sentence' 
Mod
 
So 
that's 
one is ,u%
 a child ends up being a 
ward  of the coun Another 
is that a child is being abused of neglected at home That includes par-
ent.
 
who  are 
substanei
 
abuse's. as 
well  as 
seveml 
other 
abuses
 W 
hen  
the 
authorities  
y gel hip to 
that  game, the
 
child is 
usuaH)
 
limn 
the 
hi 
rme.
 
as
 soon as ixissible 
l'or the sake of argument.
 sic'
 
assum
 
the 
Minos
 
at
 is 
permanent
 
I 
ioing on 
that
 assumption  we 
now
 
lime 
nest born babies. of all fates 
in 
"lhe
 
teill and Se 11055
 
has e older children. ranging 
trout
 babies
 to 
teenagers.
 
also being committed
 
to "the 
1S 
stem-
ior
 
the purpose of this argument,
 we'll 
stick  
1 
simply
 to those 
tuo methods 
of inaugination
 
1K. 
so 
now we've got
 a bunch  
of tuns anted 
1ccording to the adoption Web site. 
kinship%  
enter  org. there
 are 
'12.1 
Iii 
li.stvu
 chtil 
Tandrea 
Madison
 due"
 in
 
( 
'alilonna.
 
That's
 Ii, 
pet cent
 
of
 the na-
tional (Akron()
 
Just so we're  clear nd 
not 
only  
are they unwanted. but sonic 
oh
 them are bringing some absolutely 
sum'', baggage And I'm not talking. "I 41 Billy *s
 
titiou 
iii a lannt1111-
of ..,sli/S's has mg 
nightmares
 
'so.
 no lione 
11111.'s  
111Cidill  hPL,Illse 
4)1 his 
min itaninas  Billy 
has  
sei 
etc  101st Isstles In:C.111W lie WaS 111,1111141.131  It ti 
I,s 1 
litle 
Hot,
 
el 
list'.
 to
 
let 
leel 
in
 her because she's beim 
ph) 
si% ally abused
 
for
 most 01
 
lieu 
Ide so 
yeah,  WCte talking some  
plobably
 
permanent
 delinthly
 therapy 
necessary
 issues so %%e know 
w hat children 
us 
le dealing is eh lind 
you,
 sonic
 of
 these children 
can be quite stable and quite normal But
 
it they 'lc in "the sy 
its doubti 
ill 1 
hey 
'le  not 
there  
because
 
they
 Si 
rut to be. trust me 
so
 
here 
aie  little lIiII and !suiy. 
Ii'
 mg 
in a 
',lei 
home  or a group hoine 
They 
'it'
 
exnenein
 
mg
 ei en 
mote 
trauma  
because they 'se been torn 
away limn e% ely dung the  knou and are in a !ionic that doesn't
 
heel 
like 
home
 I 
lie's
 it 
dealing
 s%
 
itlu
 
strangers
 in 
a stiange 
place  and 
more 
personalities than ou shake a slit k at. 
What these Ileell. Illo de that] anything else in this world,  is 
his
 e 
The
 need to be 
In a 
stable.
 lo4 
ing,  happy en% ironment
 A 
place 
like that would shake them tip 111111,111s. because it's not w hat they le 
used
 I,, 
I 
seninal1s,
 bosses el.
 thie staid adputst 
The'S %Sold('
 adinst 
and dime So 
I 
%s 
ant It, Make sine I 
understand  
that
 
wt. as a 
society.  
would 
deny
 thew 
um,  
went. traumatited
 children the
 
opportunity
 
I, 
expel ten% e 
iiust,iisliiis,iiul
 
10%e. a 
sale  II% ing en% minmeni and 
because those things men
 i 
being pun Med lay a heblosesual couple ' 
I must be missing some crucial IIC111.
 Minn. essenhal piece to thy. 
pi/ / 
IC
 I lere I 
wis.  dunking
 
that 
adoption
 iias an estension of -it lakes 
ol illaee Io raise a 4. hild I et nit tell soillething lose is hot 
lint 
e 
is the 
punt_ 
I, 
e is 
the alpha and 
omega 01 this as tat as 
\s 
lon
 isi 
Lundy
 can gi% 
e 
lots  
a 
lost',
 shi
 
11.11 Silliti 1111011 kiss. otheiii Ise net ei had. I in :ill \uusl I Lould 
taut' less ;aunt! NS 
hit
 Mull
 'c'. 
e is 
\\ hal 
dim,
 Men c 11,1, 
111 stAtial partners
 his
 e 
Iii this 
idi
 
1114:11
 
ahilit  to 
lose
 ;Ind mot 
ids'
 h.; 
a child? 
let me ansuer that for you. Nothing 
1.! a Spar qay 
campusvoices  
"Yes.  It doesn't bother 
me. If they are going to 
be good parents, they 
should have the choice 
to 
adopt."
 
Josh  Moreali 
senior 
kinesiology 
"Yes. Gay
 people are
 
humans, they are
 people, 
they should
 be able to 
adopt. It is their legal, 
civil right."
 
Chyna Han 
graduate  
justice 
studies  
Should 
gays
 be allowed
 to adopt? 
Illustration 
by CJG 
www,thespartinclAw  
Online 
poll:  
Should gays 
be
 allowed to adopt? 
Yes 
r 
No
 
Results to last week's question: 
Should SJSU students 
pay  for a portion of the A.S. board's tuition 
fees?' 
15%Yes 
85% 
No 
What 
do you think? b 
  
rri  
I 
"Yes. I 
don't  'cc' why  
not. 
...What 
does it matter 
if they
 choose to raise a 
child with a 
person
 of the same
 sex?" 
Arazeli Meza 
junior 
liberal studies 
"Yes. They are capable 
just like any 
other 
person. They aren't 
any 
different from anyone 
else." 
Scott Wong 
sophomore 
mechanical engineering 
NO
 
Children  
deserve
 
both  a 
mother
 
and  a 
father.  
Gay 
parents
 can't
 
provide  
this.
 
I have to admit 
it
 
was
 
very hard 
for me 
to write this
 I 
never  
really  
saw 
any  reason
 why 
someone's
 sexual
 preference
 
should
 have 
any-
thing to do with 
providing a 
home
 
for a child 
who
 needs
 
one 
lowever,
 
once
 I started
 to 
do a little research
 
on 
the  
topic  
I 
started
 
to See 
ht/W gay 
adoption  
'night  
not
 actually 
be
 in 
the  
best 
interest
 of 
the child. 
Kids 
today  face
 
so many 
problems 
growing
 up and 
what
 they 
seem  
to need
 
most
 is stability Since gay 
marriage  
us not  yet 
legal,  
how 
stable 
can a lannly
 be that 
his no binding 
contract
 to 
keep 
it together" 
What  happens  
it the couple 
splits  up and 
one 
partner
 denies 
responsi-
bility') Them  
is no legal document 
to 
say 
that  
person 
has  to provide 
support for the child and in the 
end, 
it lust 
lea%  
es
 a lot of room
 for the 
child to get hurt. 
nmarried and homosexual
 
couples  Just cannot
 
provide
 the 
same  
amount
 ot stability that a married 
heterosexual
 
couple  
can 
Children
 need role models  
and  every 
child  
deserves  
the  
right
 to have 
both a mother
 
and a 
lather
 
heterosexual
 
couple  can
 ills 
us the 
child 
to learn distinctive
 values from each parent
 
and they can pnwide a 
male sir female perspec-
tive on things. 
giving 
the child 
a 
well-rounded  
point of view 
.1ccording  
to an :article published in 
the 
National
 I 
'atholic
 Register. Ifeall By 
RI, Si
 
psy - 
etiologist and
 
clinical
 
prolessiu  ail medicine al 
the I .11111%erso)  
oh 
I 
tilt s% 
hoot
 ot medicine.
 so% 
there is e% idence that 
partming by a same sex 
couple does 
indeed make a lieerence 
'We know loi suit Mal Me L-1111(11(.11 are 
'hi- 
Jill Rae 
Seib
 
ferem. the 
girls  beim, e mote
 
lake  
boys
 
aunt the 
boys 
more
 like 
gills.-  said By id, a member 
01
 the 
'National
 \ 
ssociation
 
for 
Research  and Theiapyoh 
114)1114).e  'sunlit  
By rd's 
research
 
showed
 
that
 l.ul hers 
and  
11101huis
 t011111 mute
 to pal 
caning 
in
 complementary ratite' than 
intetchangeahle
 \S
 
OS, 
'1\ 
omen  
pros 
idc  Mole
 set 11111S
 And 
MOIL'  lies
 s1
 
un. is hilts
 it
 the 
Sante
 itunc 
%Sogiten  
ale  more 
Ilemhle and
 Men Mole 
rd 
said. "The children also leant
 
how 
to get 
:dime  is
 
itli 
the  
other
 
gender  
from  their heterosexual prents T 
This type
 
h upbringing
 is vital and CTIICIal
 for the
 
emotional
 
glow
 
iii
 
of adopted children I 
hic 
dread.) have the extra baggage on Mem ot 
being abandoned  
by (hell
 
biological 
parents
 
Parents are essentially a
 air
 teachers and just :is they can teach the 
it
 
children right from 
iilong.
 they can teach beha% lois 
We all know that 
most
 kids 
learn by 
eVIII)ple
 and IB L hal
 Hie hOlISVIKdd 
"so 
ultuitcu 
Ii 
/is Mild] a parent uants to say 
"IN)  as I say. don'a do as I 
414 in the 
.1,C 
ot 
musing
 
cluldien.  'ban 
not the kids
 
tollow  
is 
hat  they see 1,,
 a 
slling
 child cii 55111g lip, It May be %cry %unitising 
to lime same se's parents
 
lis 
id's study biund
 
that 
gulls 
Noised by 
lesbian couples experiment
 
mill  sex ember than those raised by heierosexual patellas and both 
bun
 
and gills ale Mole likelS 1,, engage 
in 
homosemial  relations
 
Nosituus
 
mas nol happen to es er) child raised in by ga) parents. I 
mean thew 
ale e x% CIA 
llliis 
liii II does 
increase the possibility.  
There 
also hai
 
t been t 
ases
 45 
here
 adopted
 children
 become
 % 'chins
 
at 
Ihs' hand' "I Ihot
 PalvtlI \ "'awhile I" 1111
 
article
 Publi`h" 
in Me 
.11.111es
 \ lilt hell 
and 
his  
sounger 
brothel SS vie Molested 01 their -I /ad- and "I lick." Iva% - 
mg them is ith lasting scais
 ' lomosexuality &silo% ed a normal way 
of hie tor ns.' Mitchell said
 ''Ii this that  II us dif Mutt for me to 
trust  
men 
\\ e fealty need to look at 
is 
hit kind of 
ens
 um lllllllll we are putting 
these shildien
 into
 when 
they  are 
adopted by 
gay  parents
 II can ailed 
them
 in 
so 
many ways and 
most
 
i 
rb 
them seem to 
he negans e 
.1W 
Rae Seib 
IV
 a 
Spartan  
I hal\
 
,tall
 
writer.  
COMPILED BY 
ANNETTE
 ANDRE; PHOTOS BY KEVIN WHIIE 
"Yes. 
They  are human 
and they still have 
responsibilities
 in life." 
Danielle Adams 
freshman 
psychology 
"Yes. I believe gays 
should be able 
to adopt. 
Just 
because  they are guy 
doesn't mean they are 
less 
responsible."  
La'Teisha 
Brathwaite 
freshman 
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The Spartan Daily is 
a Public Forum 
OPINION  PAGE
 POLICY 
Readers are
 encouraged to 
express
 themselves on 
the  
Opinton  page 
wlth  a letter to 
the  editor 
A letter to the 
editor  is a response 
roan issue or a point 
of view that 
has  appeared in the
 Spartan Daily. 
Only
 rune,.
 between 
200 to 400 words 
well
 be (mud 
sired
 for publication 
Submissions 
become  property 
of
 the Spartan Daily
 and 
may
 be edited for 
clarity,  grammar, 
libel and length 
Submissions 
must
 contain the 
author's  name, address,
 
phone 
number, 
signature
 and 
major.  
%obi/swoons  may
 be 
placed on the
 teeters to the Editor 
box at the 
Spartan
 Dady offne in 
Dwight Bente! Nall,
 
Room 209, 
sent  by fax to 
14081924  3217, e 
mad at 
war,
 
tandailyio  Easa war
 edu or malted 
to the Spartan 
Daily 
Oponoon 
Editor,
 Sthool of 
Journalism 
and  Mass 
Communications  
San  lose State 
University One 
Washington 
Square,
 San lose, (A 
95192  0149 
Editorials 
are  written by and
 are the tonsensus
 of the 
Spartan Daoly editors, 
not  the staff 
Published  opinions
 and 
advertosements
 do 
not  ores 
stony reflett 
the
 
news of 
the Spartan 
Dady.  the Sthool
 of 
Journalism  and 
Mass  Communicatoons
 or MU 
'woe 
THURSDAY
  
APRIL
 20, 
2006  
OPINION
 
11( I 
\ \ 
II 1  
CRUNCH
 
TIME 
Religious
 freedom 
isn't 
about 
denying  someone's beliefs 
In a 
ruling
 
on Tuesda), Distrm Ct ant 
Judge
 James
 
Carr
 said 
that 
displa.cs
 
of the Ten 
Commandments
 can
 remain outside a 
Tolido,
 
Ohio,
 
courthouse.
 
The decision follows a 
2002  U.S. 
Supreme
 
Court
 
ruling  that 
said 
a 6 -foot display of 
the 
commandments  
could
 remain in the 
Texas capi-
tol. 
The 
American  
Civil  Liberties t 
'nion  brought the 
suit
 
on the 
basis that having the
 laws 
displayed  on 
government  
properts 
forces
 one religion 
onto
 
peo-
ple  an argument
 that the courts rejected. 
While the
 Constitution does call for the separa-
tion of 
church
 and 
state,
 the commandments
 don't 
directly 
force 
one religious  school of 
thought 
on 
to 
the 
American
 
people,  which 
is what the 
courts  de-
cided.
 
Essentially
 the
 Ten 
Commandments  
are a set 
of 
moral  
and  legal laws 
central
 to 
the Jewish 
and  
Christian
 faiths.
 
It is true that four of the commandments are re-
ligious
 in 
nature 
 there 
shall  he 
no 
other
 
gods
 be-
fore
 the 
Lord,  there
 shall be 
no images created for 
the purpose 
of worship, keeping the 
Sabbath holy 
ind not 
taking  the 
I  
.ord's
 
name
 
insam  
But  
the
 (Mu 
ers 
either 
legalistic  or moralistic.
 
There 
are  
last s 
in 
the l 
Mted 
States that 
you  
call
-
hot
 he to get someone 
else  in 
trouble,  
you 
cannot
 
steal from others
 and you cannot
 kill
 peo-
ple  all of 
which  are in 
the command-
ments.
 
The  remaining ones are 
a person's 
choice to (Mow  but 
are  benign in 
nature.
 
The  commandments 
call
 for people to re-
spect 
their parents.
 to not become 
jealous
 
because 
someone
 has the latest and
 
greatest
 
new gadget and to not commit adultery. 
Seeing  
copies
 
01
 the 
commandments
 
posted in a public place may 
offend
 some 
people. but 
merelc being offended 
should
 
not 
constitute  the 
temos
 
al of the
 
displays.
 
Flaying an 
nisi 
mown  is not 
forcing  
religion
 on 
someone People
 
can 
clkxuse  to read them, or not. 
people 
can 
1:110(use
 lo 10110W 
them,  or not 
What is 
trul.csaul
 
about the
 
situation
 
is that
 
Iwo
 
plc are
 on 
a full  
c 
liii piess to remove
 any 
reference  
to ( 4...1 
from
 
un g, A 
cinmental 
or public 
place 
Write letters to the 
editor  and 
submit
 
Sparta  
Guide information
 online. Visit
 
our 
Web 
site at 
www.thespartandaily.com.
 
You
 may also 
submit 
information  
in
 writing 
to 
Mill 
209. 
Sparta (;uide is 
provided free 
of
 charge to 
students,
 faculty and
 staff members.
 
The 
deadline  for 
entries
 is noon three 
working days 
before  the desired
 publication 
date. Space
 restrictions may 
require editing 
of
 submissions. 
Entries  are printed 
in 
the order in 
which  they are 
received.
 
TODAY 
MONDAY 
SJSU 
Spartan  
Memorial
 Chapel 
A feminist and 
inclusive
 tt eckb mass
 with 
Ret  
Victoria Rue. 
From I 2 in in 
in the Spartan
 
Nlemorial. For 
more Mb nination,
 c- mail 
ictoriaktvictonarne  coot 
Campus  
Crusade
 for Christ
 
Nightlife
 is a time for
 
praising.
 
hearing
 
lock %cord
 
.ind a place
 to connect with belies
 cis int p
 
in 
at the 
nspartan
 
kin(  
IA 
For more 
inlormanon,
 email 
sjsucrusade,« 
yahoo.com  
Bible  Study 
Come
 read 
"The  
Book"
 
ct
 ith the Asian  Baptist 
Student Koinonia in the Student
 
t 
Mon 
Guadalupe  
Room at 7 p.m. For more info, e-mail Diane Kim 
at rfoon13 lOrncomcast.net. 
Pre -Optometry 
club  Meeting 
Dr. 
Bill 
Chaunce
 of the Nets 
I '.rigland
 
of Optometry tt ill speak
 Ii 
'm
 I 
.11)
 
Sp 
in iii 
Dthleall
 I lall.
 It min 51)i 
I 
or
 more information.
 
e-mail
 
pie,
 ahoo  
COM.
 
SJSU Student 8 -Ball 
linirnament 
At 2 p.m in 
the Student 1 
mon  liotc ling 
'enter
 For 
more
 
information,
 call
 924
 
(44 
Iii 
Earth Dar 
at
 SJSU 
Celebrate the 
environment  at the main quad 
on 
campus with 
Environmental
 
Resource Center 
Irom
 
12 a.m.-3 p.m. 
For more information. call 
924-5467
 
School
 of 
Music  and 
Dance
 
Concert  
series  
Come 
listen to a 
student  
shots  case hour w 
ith 
..mencan
 music
 composer. I 
iluic_c
 
Larsen  
Five
 
ad-
mission
 In the 
music 
building
 concert
 hall Hu um 
12 
.11) 1 15 p.rn. For
 more 
mlormation.
 call 
024 
4673.  
SJSU  
Catholit
 
Campus
 
Ministry
 
Daily  Mass. 
Monday-Thursda)
 at 
12:10  p m 
Monday
-Thursday  
at 
10th & San I'arlos.
 Tot 11101C 
information,
 contact 
Kay Polintan at 938-1610  
FRIDAY
 
Buddhist
 and 
Enriommental
 
Awarenenn
 
Month  
Various
 speakers
 
from
 
universities
 
and  
organiza-
tions 
will 
speak  on 
the
 sulnect
 front 
1:30-430  pm. 
in the
 Dr 
Martin
 
',lithe]  
King Jr Joint Library 
room 
225B.  For 
more
 inlormation,
 e-mail 
I 
'hris 
Jochim at 
joehimn«
 stsu.cdu
 
Student 
Union
 
Bowling
 
Coati'  
3 for 3 
special!
 
I3owl
 3 games for 
$3.  
From
 
9-11:3(1
 
a.m.
 For 
more  
information,
 call 
024-6400.
 
SATURDAY
 
SJSU 
Vietnamese
 
Cultural  
Event
 
Food, dance
 and 
free 
admission.
 From 6-11 p.m.
 in 
the Student 
Union  
Barret  
Ballroom.
 For more infor-
mation, 
e-mail 
missvirgo81nr
 yahoo.com.  
SUNDAY 
SJSU Catholic 
Campus
 
Ministry
 
Sunday
 Mass 
from  
at 
12 
p.tn,  and 
from 
7-8 
p.m  at 
the 
corner
 of 10th 
and
 
San  
(7arlos.
 For more 
information,
 
contact 
Kay 
Mintan
 at 938-1610
 
1mm in'macula!
 ( 
lid, Wigan; 
In the 
Student  1 mon \ Imaden 
IZoom  
(loin
 
51'
 10 
nun
 1 (4 More 1111o.
 
go
 to 51'55 NINUCIO
 
Club
 
lai!2 
call K den I illpen at 06501423  0787 
TUESDAY
 
Blood
 
Drive  
(iive  blood
 in the 
Student
 I 
'nion  from 
II 
a in . -5 
p.m. For more information, 
e-mail  I lie 
\Ilgkhaiii
 
it 
t _Fingkhain
 
Iii 
tnuul  
COM.
 
San -not 
Einplorinent
 Trends Panel 
;radium
 
Engtm,ering
 
now  
House  
( 
(
 1,1 
is 
and  sIst 
engineering  
dew 
heads
 
will discuss emploc mem trends and engmecong 
programs  
I tom 
(, 5 ill 
p 
Ill in 
the  
1:.ngincen
 tug 
Building. ',nom 189 for Future infOrmation. e-mail 
ipannion « emailsisu cdu 
I, .1,I1,r, 1,,
 from: 
Rtn.vnt;  ni 
SuccesAlul
 Adult 
l'are11111112
 k n,.lk
 II 
'.11,..1111  1301011
 
still 
speak  on kids' 
behat lin and 
ho
 
t% 
parents  
can inamtec tl I DOM 
it Sit ti tit p
 
iii ui he I 
ti lawn I whet
 
K ing Junior
 
Joint 1 ihmic 
in.
 101 111,1C 
1111olmatiom
 (. 
Mall I t,R11,1 \ 1.0.t .it .ihhhrar)
 org 
( 
al.',  I I 
I Ill' ( 
CC1 (
 
etitci is 
holding
 "Inteinship 
55( ulkshop"
 IBM) 12 10-2 p in 
in the ( 'Facer 'enter.
 
lodulat 
I I oi 
mote 
inlormation,
 
i.ontao  
F.% ci)11
 
at 
024 
61141
 
cfract 
I lie' .iteeu 
'eiuteu 
is 
holding
 
lideritattonal
 
Stutelelit 
In 
It 
sc.ite from
 
12
 I
 
Sit 
p 
the I 111\ 
1.1,11
 lot 411 1 01 
1110IC 111101111.111011,
 C0111,11C1 
( 
..111110
 
it
 
'02.1  
(1141  
( al ( tOn 'F 
I Ile 
I 
MCC! I is holdmg  
"linplocei
 
table  I. 
1 
Mlle(' 
)11111:1-  Iron' 10 a m 
lit
 
21'
 iti
 
ttit 
nih
 
'st 
Plaia  I ot 
mote 
information.
 
com,,,t
 
( 
'astillo
 
at
 
924
 
itl 
SI
 
WEDNESDAY
 
haernanoto/ mt. 
Learn about sindc 
mg abroad and 
buy 
food from
 
around  the 
cc ni1(111(M1
 11 
a.m.-2
 p.m. 
at the 
ticycnIli
 StleCt  I 
'1i1/.1
 l'or 
More 
Information.
 
e-mail
 
1)SIC\CI),(1,11,1jedill 
Study Abreuld 
Find 
(nu about
 tt 
hat stmt..% 
dm 
tail
 
protnams
 
ha\ e 
Its 
ofIct
 
Irom 
4 
p
 
nu n the 'student
 
1 mon 
Pal Inc
 a Koom 
1
 
nut 
inn  
tie
 inlin
 ination.n
 
mail (lave 
tutlel
 tt shit
 
edit 
edit
 
Career( 'rider 
(
 
cuitei 
is 
starting
 
"Job  Search 
( ;rim,
 
'bib iithe  
n ( enter. Nlodular 1 
For
 more 
information.  contact 
Lc
 el!,
 it 
I 
'astillo
 
at 
024-6031  
SJSU Catholt,
 Campus 
Ministry  
1%ul Ionday-Thursda  at 12:10 
Pm.
 
INIonda lhursday at 
10th 
& San
 
'arlos.
 
For  more 
information.
 
contact  
Kay  Polintan 
at 
938-1610.  
CHEETO 
BARRERA  
I lit 
11011,1n
 Ik11111mini  111.11  
1,Co1nIc
 ne 
IICl C III Iit'll
 Is 
01101,1\ 
snlins;  BM is 14..11111g
 
SOMeolIC
 
111e  
arc  
not 
allot%
 
ed 
itt 
c \ press their be 
lids ale t 
[our
 ' 
Hie 
constitution
 allot\ s 
tor the 
Ireectom 
nil
 ielicit n I hat 
mewls  
there still be 
titt  1.1 s that s
 
ill either 
 
promote  ot
 uiutiulnit t, 112i, 
tits
 
pia, 
lice, 
thttst
 
ss Ito
 
until 
10 
erase  
Feligions
 
aic  
iuiluutuii 
iiiti 
55liat people 
1 tevect 
that thew ale 
glums beliels
 in this comm.., sonic" 
thing 
that 
people 
should do 
mole 
olien
 
hist
 
because
 !.oil
 (fool belie c e 11 
a religin)ii 
ut 
'light.' 
nt 
us 
em doesn't mean that I need 
to be 
sublee  t tnt 
that
 
Itchel  
I 
hen:  
is it(ditti:2 1.1.11Welt
 
Ms
 
.11)0111
 ha 
mg
 
in i.tian
 
tetetenkes  in a 
pillln place
 
people 
don't 
need to pta 
attention 
it, them 
II Muslim Puts
 
up
 a halllIct tll
 
i 
talk 
stilt
 lust 
pas,ln
 
tnt1
 not 
a 
stied
 
alttmt  it 
II 
Itlitldhists
 
de,
 tie 
intulnifle 
MLitt. ,t In, .1 L0111111OUSC. I still 
not 
tell
 them
 to IlloN e 
1 liesMe
 
1101 
dangerous and 
the are not 
apt  
ustatizing
 
It
 
being  
there
 
Ste %cc 
to ban all 
tetbRuks  that 
make
 
some
 sort 
01 
icligious 
ieteience in them II \ce  did
 so 
55 t: 
(Mid 
lost. All 111,1,1
 
met, 
iul,nimn
 1
 inelustu. 
Icls 
It Ste
 lo 
lull
 a 
Iuutluttc
 am that
 tlicn cannot
 
sti\a
 
.0,1
 
bless
 \ 
It us then
 
I 
te-e-elouin
 01 
spt.ct.
 Ii 
I Itm 
alttnit
 that
 
great  
patriotic
 
songs
 
-1ioi.1
 
Bless
 
SitiutIca 
\ 
merica
 the 
licautit  ' A piece of 
Fun  
ill mute 
l 
.111l1
 gOlIC 
4..:1111101
 
tell 
peOple  %%
 
hat 
to belle e  iuu I ake 
use.  
people cannot
 tell me to 
not be 
a public 
toocl lot the 
courts  on then 
decision
 
\l,u he
 m 
"111 PlIsll
 
10
 
be 
tolerant
 ot all ulnae, and 
heltek.
 
ste 
can gIN t.' respect to 
the  
bidet,
 I 'hi-1,mm
 ones
 as 
5501
 
li,irtcnt in tha 
1 lady 
cia, a 
Ilium,
 /I IITCar% eters-
I 
kip  
n I 
in 
1 1 111 
RI'>11
 
11 1 1)111)1: 
Student credibility should be 
an issue in SOTES 
I }can 
edit,'
 
.leall 13101110 l 111C, 111.11
 sni I   .11k I 
CIRIC.11 (.011111011C111 111.11 ....MHO' 
ot 
replaced  
1111  
mItta
 In 
ix ol 'es alit 
Mimi
 tool Itto I 
t 
011,1,-1  \ soil 01 
all 
es 
ablation
 In ,o1 'st
 
t 
I I s
 
tie, 5511011 
11015  
hell: 
011 111C 101111 
.10k  it 
ask the shin.lents 
hots 
111.111  
111111k",  
1111:  \ 
11.11C
 luCC111.11(1 
.111(1
 
t aall
 
`4 
!Win
 k 
It Navin,  
tnt 
II1C 111,11 
nnuml `*.nIII
 
s 
!WM  
sI11(11.111,
 551111 I/CIIC(.1
 
110111k1 lie 11,4,1
 In. 
Cl.1111.11C
 
a 
plk,ks
 
01 I 
 11.1111 
111tICIlls %%1111
 
sIll/1.1(.1  :11 
1C111.1.111,C 
.1IC 
In
 
(1(1111111n  .11
 CO1111/101111Sed
 
Ite 
CallsC  \ 
imomplete
 
clatui 
kr
 -lbw/ ( 
?inn. 
1:h/dilate 
Questions?
 Comments? 
Interested  in 
writing
 a guest 
column?  
Contact the
 Spartan Daily 
at
 
spartandaily@casa.sjsu.edu
 
The 
Dorms.  
Been
 
There.
 
Bone
 
That.  
Now 
WhatP  
1 
The dorm expel wi ice 
is 
great
 
tel
 
1ft-dung h lends
 
But 
vIty  SpoIlt 
driollier year in a 
noisy dorm
 when 
Cherrywood
 
has  the lifestyle 
advantages
 you
 really 
want:  
 
Private and quiet
 
cludlo
 
living 
- free
 from 
dorm 
noise 
and 
arm  
negulations
 
111 A 
serene 
environment  
of mature 
frees. 
flowers and lawns 
III 
Private
 decks.
 
patios
 
or
 balconies
 
III 
Assigned  
covered  
parking  - 
no
 more 
on
-street 
parking  or 
expensive  
garages 
 Broadband
 Internet
 access
 available 
 
Cable TV -ready
 apartments 
 Your
 choice of 2 
fitness  centers. 
2 pools 
and 2 spas 
 
Enjoy 2 rec rooms
 - with 
billiards.  
game 
tables and fireside
 lounge 
 7 
on
-site laundry rooms 
 ;lose 
to light rail
 
for ease 
commuting
 
Set 
yourself
 
free
 from
 dorm 
living.  Call or drop 
by
 today! 
01 
youf
 
l,her',,,400t1
 
it, opol d
 
imink 
V MrIT: hum
 
Sitimiav
 9
 itt -- 6 pm 
5tinrfavs
 11 am - 
5 
nrin  
Bong
 
a 
valid  photo ID 
and take a guided 
lour
 
(408)
 266-8070 
a at 
4.;1'a  
I 
Mitt  1., 
A,rit,'  '. 59 
APARTMENTS
 
Qualltv  
N'aturally
 
11--
4  
SPARTAN
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  
A1'1211.20,
 2006 
COUNSEL - Lawyer has 30 years
 
experience
 and 
has  represented
 the CSU 
system 
continued from page 7 
tern),"
 
Gutierrez  
said.  "Other spy 
cialties are employment law and ed-
ucation law"
 
According to Littler and 
Mendelson's Web site, Dickerson's 
emphases are on employment law 
and 
litigation,
 
education
 
law, man-
agement training 
and non-profit 
corporation law. Ile has 
also  worked 
for
 II 
years  as 
university
 
counsel
 
for the
 CM.' 
system.
 
Ramos was 
quoted in the Spartan 
Daily on Feb 
2.4  s:ay nig that 
S is 
a corporation and needs legal
 coun-
sel. 
-Whatever  we do in terms
 of pa 
perwork requires attorneys
 to 
there  to review
 what
 we are doing," 
Ramos said. 
iii 19-2.
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student
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111111 
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 Lutist 
ii
 
thrimghout the 
state  
lit-
 
is etimpletel  capable ol 
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.  and I 
don't doubt
 him 
or
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tom
 at all lit's going to 
be 
a ,goo(1 
UNDERDAL
 - 
Lecturer
 
would  
prefer
 
to not 
give 
his 
students
 grades
 
continued
 from 
page  1 
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i4,t
 habit 
is proems-
tinati,iii  
\itIle  
is eix 
inompt  at 
is 
ei 
S dung  she 
\%ants
 it done 
nots.
 e% 
cry  
thing
 done 
um%
 
\ 
nd
 
(il  
course  I 
think  she 
itio%
 es too
 rapidly."
 I nderal 
said "I do think 
I, 'lig and 
hard
 
before I do malts 
Mint.,  
lit,' 
said
 that inc
 lurk s 
ing
 tests and it. 
linen wok 
back 
to students
 
\\ hat I 
irs to do ss ith all 
e \ants and 
NS it 
It
 all major 
written stork  is I read all of 
those  things tlilt  r 
times,
 
on 
WHEN YOU PURCHASE AT 
SOUTHWEST
 COM 
ONE-WAY WITH 21 -DAY 
ADVANCE  PURCHASE 
Fares do not include a federal excise tax 
if 
$3.30 per takeoff and la:dirly. 
Wanna  get away? Now you can. 
Fly Southwest
 
Airlines
 starting at 
$49 
one-way
 
when  you 
purchase at 
southwest.com: Be 
sure to purchase 
your
 ticket at least
 
21 
days in advance 
and by May 11, 2006.
 Seats are limited. 
Fares may vary by 
destination and day 
of 
travel and 
won't be available 
on some flights 
that
 operate during 
very  busy travel 
times.
 
1#4.1' 
 
SOUTH 
WEST.COM 
Fares do
 riot 
include
 
airport
-assessed  passenger
 
facility  
charge
 (PM 
of
 up to 
SO and
 a 
federal
 septembar
 11th 
Security 
Fee  of up to 
SS me 
way
 per person 
Published  service
 only 
Tickets are 
nonrefundable but may be applied 
toward future travel on Southwest Airlines Fares are subiert to 
rhanue
 
if
 ticketed Any chart,
 
it at an increase
 in fare Fates ate 
combinable with other Southwest Airlines fares rt 
combining
 with
 other fares the most restrictive fates rules apply Service
 to and from 01., - 
-iii  2006
 
Southwest
 Airlines
 Co 
HAVE YOU 
DOWNLOADED  
DING' 
4: rEr? 
It delivers 
our  hottest deals 
directly  to your desktop.
 Get it at southwest.com.
 
Some
 Places We Fly: 
Albuquerque 
hear
 
away
 
Austin
 
Baltimore/Washington  
(BWI
 
Bosh-!  
Chicago 
(Midway)  
Denver 
Ft. Lauderdale 
(z2 TMIP; to downtown S' 
Harlingen/South Padre Island 
Las 
Vegas  
Los 
Angele,,  
Miami 
(See
 It
 
Oakland 
lift miles to downtown 
San 
Fry.
 s 
Orlando  
Flu lade ipinJ
 
Phoeni!
 
Providence  
Reno/Tahoe  
Salt Lake City 
San Diego
 
San
 Jose 
lSan Francisco South Bay 
Areai  
Seattle/Tacoma
 
Tampa
 Bay
 
West Palm Beach 
Service
 may 
not be 
available  tram
 all cities 
Southwest -operated. published service 
only 
three
 
di tie' ent 
elii)s.
 
before
 
I 
gi e 
a 
glade."
 t ndertlal 
said  
''the
 
reason
 wlildo it 1,1'111 
Ciiiicetfled 
ilhollt
 ltlIl  
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and  
want 
to tic 
;ills,
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 hell I LW. 
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that 
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going ! 
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 then 
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flow
 
QUAKE
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tit 
buildings
 such as 
San Jose 
I high 
School
 and the 
San  
Jose l'rrst ( 
taken hi:fine the 
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 Wildings
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BUY I , 
GET  1 FOR 
594  
NOTARY PUBLIC 
! li llownto%%n  San lose. 
lie ail 
ligel..  
1)otiate  
Eggs!  
mi.0110 
compen.:111(In
 
Call Family 
Fertility Center 
1-800-939-6886
 
  
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 PO CAMI 
AMER1(AN nerroar 
FRIENDS WITH MONFY 
LUCKY NlIMBFFI %II YIN 
THANK YOU FOR SMOKING 
:oi744 
ICE AGE:THE  MELTDOWN 
INSIDE MAN 
WORLD'S FASTEST INDIAN 
AMY MRS 
HENDERSON PRF
 SiNIS 
V FOR VENDETTA 
LOS GATOS  
 al 
N.
 Santa Cruz  395-0203 
Now
 
Au 
Sri,,,,,
 
Buoiess  Cuss 
Lloitou.!  
FRIENDS WITH
 MONEY 
THANK MIL FOR 
SMOKING  
CAMERA 12 .201 S. Second  998-3300 
VALE.  S BE, Moii 
THt.,EA
 Gig MAO HUM'S
 P011 
MARILYN HOTCHKISS' BALLROOM DANCING 
AND 
CHARIASCHOOL
 
BRICK 
Fl 
THE
 NOTORIOUS 
BETTIE
 PAGE 
LA MUJER 
OE MI HERMAN°
 
LUCKY 
NuMBER
 StE1/111  
DUNA
 
Fodg 
too,'  
AMERICAN  DREMAZ
 
SILENT HILI. 
THE SENTINEL 
SCABY MOVIE 4 
tIlltiTkE 
LEAD I We.' 
ICI AGE: THE MELTDOWN 
' 
Frnal Weed'
 
INSIDE MAN 
AFAR VENDETTA mvt
 1".'eNt'
 
FoOsS000 
A 
X 
WWW.CAMERACINEMAS.COM
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Macho
 
Taco  
restaurant  moves 
into
 
Iguana's 
former
 den 
Celestio 
Medrano
 
CHANTERA
 GUNN/ DAILY 
STAFF  
Macho  Tacos 
head 
chef,  skillfully 
prepares  a super burrito Friday 
during  a big 
lunch  
rush. 
By Jamie Visger 
DAILY STAFF WRITER 
Some 
students  may remem-
ber  the old Iguana.,
 restaurant 
located 
rust around the 
corner 
front San  Jose 
State I no 
ersity's
 
campus 
at
 330 
S 
Third Street
 
It 
was  
closed  last 
semester  
alter the 
owners
 
or the restau-
rant clashed 
is
 
tilt the 
ttS% tiers 
of 
the 
propert) 
osei
 lease 
issues 
Iguana's
 loss
 
It, 'it
 ss as 
an-
other restaurant, 
gain. a, \ 
lie 
ho
 
Jar o 
opened  up 
in the 
same 
lo 
yawn on 
Jan 
I 
Macho  1 
iii 
Sets
 es 
hap  st.
 le 
leakleittl lood.  
accoiding  to the 
restaurant
 
on 
net I tike 
i 
Iberson. 
\% 
11,,  
also 
(mils  
dm) mown's 
.11
 
dia  
Inn
 and Oar 
SS, 
decided
 to 
open up 
\ 
h., 
I 
to 
ber  arise it 
lit in s ith 
ow I ',ion 
it
 SS hal
 
SSI  
1%
 anted
 
liii do)) 
utou) 
n.- ( fberson said 
Is 
entuall)
 I want to create a 
bap 
st) le patio at 
the restart -
lam 
mill  buckets  
of
 beet and 
" 
\it
 
is no%%, 
hello
 Ito
 is 
unlaInt
 Wilding us ilk tuo 
large  
o 
indows 
that offer
 
customers
 a 
icy% 
of 
Third  Street 1 he seat -
its area IS do 
ided 
into
 
o%
 0 
dif-
ferent ,00ms
 and thew
 is a large 
mute' at 
the Iron) 
%%ith the 
menu 
hanging  Iron) the
 ceiling 
aka% e 
Customers  
order
 from the 
menu
 consisting
 
ol 
burritos,  
na-
chos.
 tacos 
.ind 
"Mei  
Aleswan
 
food items and
 then ss aft tor 
their lood to be 
prepared 
1 he 
oral
 
here is pretty 
spicy
 
but  its good.- 
said  
Robin 
Buster. 
a 
11111101
 
inapt
 tuts
 in pie 
nursing at SJSI and 
list
 
time 
Macho
 1 AC,
 
i 
Ilstt 
'Mel
 -Hie 
portions
 Mt) 
also
 huge 
1 
he
 lu, 
st 
popular
 
!lemon  the 
icsimumit s 
menu  is the 
came
 
fbel,on
 
said 
" hat 
wall) sets us 
apart  
is the
 qualit) of our food.-
Merson  said "You is 
out
 find 
quality like ours 
any 
u here 
else " 
\ 
ccording  
to 
( 
iherom.
 the 
restaurant gets a id 
amount
 
of
 
business  I ruin 
SI.1  
slush:MS
 
-We 
desisted  
It, 
oiler
 
a 
10 
percent 
dust  Mint 
iberson 
sax) 
c %%
 
anted
 to 
WST - 
Learning
 Assistance
 Resource Center offers tutoring
 for students
 who
 struggle with Writing 
Skills  
Test  
continued 
front  page I 
I It, I)). 
Ill, It dild. 
slIttk IlIs s.tit.1 lilt 
It 11 111.11 ,1,1 
1110111,1 11111 
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11111,11
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rlenis or in, 111111I2 Itc).11111t II 
1 
ltltitiivitts
 sIl 
102)21111,2  I.) It.ts,
 
tIle 
'.1
 . the I callow: 
\sslslilt, 
I;esouile
 
t 
duel 
ohms  letttttut iolkshops 
f 
Tcal 
-F,efoYe  
oceks
 
pi 
tot to 
each
 
testing
 date 
in
 order
 
to help students improve their
 writing 
skills 
e 
need
 to be in (the 
students)
 minds
 
.1 1 1 the time." I lilhard said \\ e are the 
siting
 center on campus
 
I.%  ery se -
music! 
t 
t 's a neo crop oft 
students), hut 
the 
one, 
that are helped come back over 
Mill 
II
 
CI
 titit 
Ile %%
 
it 
',shops
 
lIfiCUSIVe writ-
ing skill naming 
A%cording
 to Hilliard. 
the students
 ;ire go en tour hours 
of
 
class
-
''iii time. during 
is 
loch
 
they are taught 
1,..n% I 
21:11MIlar  and writing skills,  fol-
tow cd
 
In 
155
 
ii 
hours a week
 ol grammar 
%% ',shops 
Iach 
student
 receives
 at least
 
one hour per week or 
one-on-one
 time 
with
 a tutor. 
"In 
the 
student  
so-Yu:es
 I 
learned  that 
they have a tutoring center to tutor
 slit 
dents in different subjects
 and to prepate 
for 
the  WM.,- said 
sophomore
 
electrical  
engineering major
 Faitan Ahmed 
Some students said awareness 
of the 
WST 
workshops
 
would
 
have  
impacted 
their results 
"I actually didn't 
kium
 about
 (the 
workshops)
 mail al ter I took 
the exam. -
Co
 
said "Hut maybe I probabl) 
would  
have done a little better 
if I had known 
they had these uorkshops.-
According
 to 
Hilliard.
 ..41 
percent
 
or 
students
 is  
take
 the 
\\
 ST workshops
 
pas, the test 
-It's all lice but 
it.,
 
on a 
first
 Lome,
 
lust sci
 c 
base.  I ltlhi,ti,l salt) 
e til 
ready
 liii 
c .1 hie 0111411ln:111
 lot the sum 
nier 
111111.1rd said she is pond 
of the lc 
/MI": 
late 
III
 Ii11'1  
OR' .11,110 lie ',Rifkin,
 
i, 
sill 
ll,,11111 
pass ilie \\ s 
' I he .01%1 dayI
 
us as 
In 
the cafeteria. -
said I his 
11-1 came 
up
 to 
me  
and thieo het Mills
 
at, 
me 
and  
said.  '1 
lose
 Sfm  Nil'. "RI
 isent to
 °Ill ""fl 
shop 
alld I got a 12,111
 the W sT )0t1 sidle 
respoitsitrle 
show them appreciation for fre-
quenting 
our restaurant 
Caly 
in Wong, a 
senior  ma-
joring in business 
management.  
eats at \ lac ho Taco at least once 
or 
twice  a week,  he said 
-My favonte item on the 
menu is the super chicken bur-
rito,"  Wong said. "The 
chicken 
has really gtxxl flavoring." 
Wong said the flax)
 at Macho 
Taco
 seems to have 
a higher 
quality taste than other 
restau-
rants 
that 
''lien  a stinflar 
style 
fixxl 1 
he 
his
 or IS 
killer,  he 
said 
"I 
ss.fuld  
reconumnd
 
stu-
dents to try them
 out because 
the prices are cheap. especially 
ss 
ith the In percent
 
discount,
 
and the serv ice is 
pod  and 
quick.. Wong
 said. 
1berson 
said
 the feedback 
lie's
 lecened from customers 
about
 the restaurant
 
has  gener-
al!, 
been
 good 
"People who gi% e 
us a try are 
al,s ay , 
impressed,- ( 
)berson  
said
 "I
 tj 
course
 there 
arc 
also 
tIi, 
se %%h. 
Ii 
is
 
ed 
Iguana's
 and 
win't Cs 
ell
 gtse
 us a chance. 
but thin 
s 
their
 
choice...  
Visit
 the
 
Spartan
 
Daily 
online  
Friday
 to 
see 
pictures  of 
the week! 
"We met our 
potential 
at 
Pinnacle  
Fitness"
 
$. 
Pinnacles -
 
makes 
it
 easier 
than ever to 
meet
 your 
potential.
 
We're  offering you a special 
membership
 option of $19 down and $19 a month. 
Find 
your
 fit
 at 
Pinnacle  Fitness:'
 Try 
out 
our  
high-energy  group 
exercise  classes, 
state-of-the-art
 equipment, individualized 
nutrition
 
programs, and one-on-one
 and 
small
 group 
personal
 
training.
 Present this 
ad
 at 
your  nearest
 Pinnacle 
Fitness 
for 
$19 
down and 
$19 a month. 
PINNACLE 
FES
 S 
l
San 
Jose  
150 
S.
 First St., 
#119 
408.924.0500
 
Los Gatos 
15445
 Los 
Gatos  
Blvd.  
408.358.3551
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Small  
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Irairlers
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 trained In 
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P,nnacle Fitness 
1.1111"-
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Wrestling
 
club 
brings  out the 
welcoming
 
mat  
for
 
Spartans
 
By Erin Keilah Chin 
DAILY 
STAFF  WRIT) R 
.5 tall
 slendea pia) hailed 
man greet
 you in lie sites 
thug moin at the 
top 
.4 tlir 
in 1 
hula I fall I 
liat  man 
IS
 
hill
 
I.UeitS.
 the 
head 
C1411.11 111 
7s,111  I11se 
State  I RR ut,tt)'s
 55 testlinp
 
aicas said the club started
 
iii the 
spring of 2001
 and the 
members
 
wrestle  in both 
Folk  st) le, collegiate 
wrestling
 and  
( 
iiesai
 Roman style, 
which
 includes
 mole films\
 
mg and 
freest.) Iv wrestling Students had 
asked 
him  to start the 
club
 
"I 
was  
coaching  at 
Harbor  1 
liplt  
School
 
in
 
Santa  ( 1 
.ucas said. 
'and some 
students  hew 
knett  that 
I tame out
 
it 
lose 'state 
1 het 
ti
 
anted
 to get 
a 
chi))  piogiain 
go 
mg. 
and 
they
 
is anted me 
hi
 be their 
coach " 
Lucas  participated m 
the  
19"r,  
oly nuns trials. is a 
past
 
is 
ii
 
Lit:minion  
is 
restlet
 and lust 
let eta 
ly oon the S (Avian, I s 
`National
 
I 
tecay  le title in I 
as yeas vital 
thotiph
 he  may
 
look 
like "a 
little 
bean 'role." 
he
 said 
"lin 
S.
 I I" and I c% !CAC at the 
ts 
pound  %%
 
eight  
class.'  Lucas
 
said 
I 111, not look 
like  soul 
ty 
sal 
sin...Ilia " 
I he is iestling
 
club
 
is sell  suit
 
ficient. Lucas said 
tie has limed 
money 
to take care 
of the 
referees
 
and thcii uniforms and bought the 
mats and the wrestler's uniforms as 
uell.
 Alumni has
 e also 
donated  to 
the club 
Lucas 
said he doesn't 
ask  much 
of 
the 
wrestlers  but to promise to 
nit 
e 
back to 
the 
community
 after 
they piaduate by coaching some 
kind 
ril »restling team, 
whether
 it 
be 
high 
school,
 
college  or one 
out-
side
 
01 scluml
 
Walking
 
into  the 
wrestling  room, 
s,iii 111 ten that the 
club
 is diverse. 
an, au »testier 
Maninder 
Singh
 
said
 the team is 
made up of 
many 
different  
people.
 
'You  pet a wide range of people 
here. Mini beginner to advanced 
pu) s that can make Division I 
FELIX
 LING /DAILY FILE 
Spartan
 sophomore golfer Nina Rodriguez drives a shot at the 12th hole of the Peg Barnard 
Collegiate on April 8 at the Stanford Golf Course. 
www, 
e5partandaily.c.
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 Reasons to go online on Friday for 
sports: 
 Veronica 
Porte gymnast profile 
f 
 Eight -ball
 tournament 
 Photos of the 
week 
Click here to enter 
SJSU
 International 
House 
* 
Pancake
 Breakfast
 
Illle 1 IlalleilltIl
 
.11111' 
Sunday, April 23 
9:30am- 1 :30pin 
Students:
 $5 
General:
 $8 
Family 
(4): $20 
" 11111 111.1111.11.11 ii1111.e
 
.1,1's
 11111'0 
1111_1,.,;11
 
NCAA team,-
 Singh said "Here
 
you get
 a mixture of 
everything.
 
I'm 
Indian.  How irony 
Indians  do 
you 
know  
that  wrestler' 
Senior  wrestler Ham) Murphy 
agrees that the 
uniqueness of the 
wrestling club 
is because of the 
di-
versity  of 
the
 wrestlers.
 
"We welcome everyone into the 
room," 
!Murphy
 said. "We 
have 
people
 from
 community colleges
 
and 
high
 schools
 as 
well."
 
The 
ultimate
 
goal of 
wrestling  is 
to pin 
your
 
opponent,  
putting
 their 
scapula
  the top
 part of 
your
 op-
ponent's back  
flat
 on the mat for 
a certain
 
period  of time. Wrestlers
 
receive
 points
 for turning their 
op-
ponents
 
over.  
"Regulation
-size 
(wrestling  
cir  
cies) 
are 34 feet 
in
 diameter," 
Lucas 
said.
 "These 
(practice  
circles)
 are 
nine feet in diameter." 
Nolan 
Nguyen,
 who 
will 
be an 
incoming 
junior in the 
fall,  said he 
enjoys 
winning.  
"I like the 
competition," 
Nguyen 
said. "And
 if you win,
 it's all on 
you and you did 
everything  to win. 
I 
just like the 
factor
 of knowing 
that 
I did everything 
I could to win." 
Murphy 
has  been wrestling for 
six 
months,  but 
really  enjoys the 
workout.
 
"(Wrestling 
is) as easy as any 
competitive
 sport to learn," Murphy
 
said. "It's 
fun  immediately, 
but it 
takes a long time to learn 
to nun -
ter" 
The 
wrestling  
club will
 travel 
to
 
San
 Benito
 for a 
match  at 
11
 a.m. 
on Saturday
 at San 
Benito High
 
School. 
"If 
people
 
want  to come
 out 
and see 
wrestling,
 it's 
a free
-style
 
and  Greco 
Roman 
tournament,"
 
Lucas said. 
"Anytxxly
 who 
wants 
to 
come out
 there and
 cheer 
us
 on, 
that
 would 
be great
 " 
Lucas 
wanted 
to share 
some 
words
 ()1
 ssisdom
 
"Wrestling 
is 
(like)
 life,"
 he 
said.
 "Life 
isn't  
always
 fair. It's 
very competitive,
 and you 
need  a 
certain
 amount
 of 
competitiveness  
to
 really 
succeed.  
You  have 
to out-
think s out 
opponent  " 
Women's golf 
prepares
 to tee off at 
WAC  
Championship
 
By 
Jamie 
Visger  
DAILY STAFF
 WRITER 
With
 its best record 
since 2000, the 
San Jose State 
University's
 women's 
golf team will be entering the final 
tournament  
of
 the season, the
 Western 
Athletic  
Conference  Women's Golf 
Championships.  is 
ith three 
tourna-
ment 
wins  in mmmc events and 
a No. 
43 
national  ranking. 
"Our
 season's been really good,"
 
said golf coach
 John Dormann. "We 
have six players
 who've played in 
just about every 
tournament this se-
mester and they've 
all  contributed 
and 
been a part of this success
 we've 
been having." 
The 
biggest  win for the team 
was 
the Oregon Duck Invitational on 
March 27 and 2tt in Eugene. Ore., said 
sophomore 
golfer  
Jenelle
 
Gomez.
 
"We 
were
 behind and 
we knew 
we 
needed
 to have a 
strong
 finish 
and
 hang in 
there,"  ( ionic/ said "We 
weren't
 expecting 
to win
 and we were 
seven 
strokes
 behind, but we came 
hack to win by one, so 
that
 was
 really 
exciting. That was the biggest high-
light of the semester.. -
.The team's two other wins came 
in Reno at the Wolf Pack Invitational
 
on 
Sept. 26-28, and the 
Spartan 
Invitational at 
the ( 'astlewood 
'ountry
 Club in 
Pleasanton
 
on March 
(and 
7.
 
This is an 
improvement
 
over  last 
t ear. 
Gomez  said. 
because
 a lot of the 
teams the Spartans 
hate
 heal were 
defeating  
SJSI' 
in pies 
mus 
years  
"livery one's learned a lot this se-
mester and  
improved,"  
(ionic/
 
said.  
"The change in the new players has 
been awesome
 " 
The individuals on the team have 
perlonned better than anyone was ex-
pecting, I )ormann said. 
"As a team everyone has really 
come together this year." Domiann 
said. "They're challenging each either 
es cry day in practice and it's a good 
FELIX LING /DAILY FILE 
Spartan senior golfer Lindsey Marino, left, converses with Candice Palmer 
from Santa Clara University at the Peg Barnard Collegiate. 
atmosphere " 
With the season coming to a close, 
the team IS looking forward to the 
WAC tournament, which is being 
held locally  at 
Coyote
 Creek Golf 
Club
 in San Jose 
"Right
 now we're just 
woik1112  un 
qualifying for 
regionals," said 
senior (armina 
Calle.
 
"Weie 
trying
 
to 
stm
 
really compel 
tive. Even
 iii 
practice we're 
always compet-
ing 
with 
each 
others
 
scores 
and 
trying
 to do 
OW 
best." 
A 
win in the 
upcoming tournament
 will guarantee 
the team a spot in regionals, Dormant] 
said. W ithout a win 
though,
 the 
team
 
still
 has a strong 
chance
 
441 
continuing  
into
 post
-season
 plat . he said 
66 
veryone's  
E 
learned a lot 
this semester 
and improved. The change 
in the new players has been 
awesome." 
 Jonollo Gomm SJSU gain 
To prepare kir the tournament,
 the 
team has played the course consis-
tently and mapped It *Mt said fresh-
man 
griller
 I Mca Moston. 
"We've spent
 a lot of time practic-
ing at 
the  
( 'oyote
 
'reek golf 
course,-
)ormann said. 
-We're  tit mg to just 
treat it 
as
 
miuccth- 
et
 tournament, 
but » re 
really  
hoping for a win 
this year We've 
come am,  In 
the last
 six .S 
ears
 
%%CS 
e 
gotten  live 
second  
places.
 A 
win 
would cap 
off the 
semester  
for mis" 
Spectators  are 
welcome  to show up and 
watch the 
tournament.
 It 
will be 
held 
\ 
londa)  
through 
Wednesday
 and tee 
olt 
is
 
ill 
he 
at
 ti a in. on each 
of the
 
da).
 
Major
 
League
 
Baseball
 fines 3onds over 
uniform  
infraction
 
I'll'
 \ I 
\ ( \ 
bpi
 
league Baseball
 gait' Ilarry Bonds 
a slap 
in
 11w "
 oct
 
" ednt
 "14 
11444141.
 
itis
 
ti lied Sir 
if xi 
14 it
 
is 
caring
 
wnstbands
 that violated baseball's 
apparel inks ause their size and logo design 
Bob 
Watson.  
baseball's
 s ice 
president
 
for
 
or 
held operations, 
con-
firmed that a tenet is
 is 
sent to Bonds 'Tuesday.
 Bonds
 has 
appealed 
the 
Watson
 
said
 
-It 
pi,  4),it,l) 
ss 
ill go to 
an
 
arbitrator,"
 
Watson  said. 
55
 aison 
also  
said
 
Bonds
 had previously 
nui 
afoul  
of
 
baseball's  uniform 
punk:lines
 
'chore 
I It ...ipitcaled
 
it 
betore,"  Watson said. "lie's 
been fined before." 
!fonds-  appeal
 then 
was  
heard by 
Bob 
DuPuy.  
baseball's
 chief operat-
ing ()liner
 It's 
Mk I  
55 
hether  appeal 
now will be 
heard
 by John 
!Viable.
 
a 
baseball
 
executive
 S 
ice 
president,
 or whether there will be a grievance 
filed
 
hi 
the  
players  
association
 
that
 is heard by an 
arbitrator.  
" I Iii 
union  belies  
es 
the
 
matter
 is 
subject
 to the gnes ance procedure 
Mid
 
is 
ill 
he he
 rid in hi 
neutral
 arbitrator."
 said Michael Weiner.
 the 
umon  
s 
pencial  4.'tinsel
 
1:4414 
\ 
lantred, N11.1i's 
executive vice
 president of labor relations, had 
a dillemit v 
"It's 
ciii 
field 
nusconduct.
 and 
it is 
handled  like an  other 
on -field 
MIS-
condlIcl that 
IS an appeal to \
 
It \
 
tel
 tale," he said 
Bonds
 cc
 'is
 
not in the starting Ii ic 
lip \\ ednesilay
 night, but
 it 
ss ;is 
he
of his
 knees and elbow,
 
not  his 
undorm
 
Manager  
lame A Ion 
said
 
he wanted to 
rest
 his slumping slugger, 
oho had 1)1;1)  ed six straight
 days 
MI.B.com
 first reported the 
line. In an inters ie» 
before the game. 
Bonds said 
the logo on his wristbands
 complied is a h 
earlier  specifications 
issued by the
 MI.B. 
test 
bands  have 
already  been changed and 
they
 're the exact wrist-
bands 
1 ss, 
ire 
in 20(4 and 
2005,"  
Bonds  told 511.1! com 
" They're 
exactly' 
the same 1 he  
can't  come after 
me
 now if they didn't
 come after me in 
2004 
The » 
11Sthand
 haSn't
 changed since 
2004..0 
this can't 
he
 right." 
TODAY
 
SATURDAY  
SUNDAY  
Women's
 
Tennis  
Women's
 Water Polo Softball 
Softball
 
WAC 
Championship  vs. UC Santa Cruz 
vs. Utah State University 
vs. 
University  of 
Utah  
at Boise.
 Idaho.TBA
 at Aquatics Center 5:30 p.m. (Doubleheader)
 
at Salt 
Lake  City, 
12
 p.m 
FRIDAY
 
Baseball 
at Logan. 
Utah, 12 p.m. 
Baseball  
Softball  vs. Fresno State
 
Baseball
 
vs
 Fresno 
state 
vs Utah 
State 
University
 
at 
Municipal  Stadium, 6 p.m vs Fresno
 State 
at 
Municipal Stadium, 
1 p.m 
at Logan. 
Utah,  3 p.m. 
VVomen's 
Tennis
 
at 
Municipal
 Stadium
 I pm. 
MONDAY
 
Water  
Polo  
WAC Championship 
Women's  Tennis 
Women's
 
Golf  
vs.
 Stanford 
University  
at Boise, 
Idaho.TBA  WAC 
Championship  
WAC  
Championship
 
at 
Aquatics 
Center 4 
p.m. at Boise, Idaho,TBA 
at San 
Jose, All 
Day 
OLE0 
FE 
Quiet ,)1m( 5'
 to 
1 
Ion(  
Ii 
I told 
meetings
 
Rt..trl I))n)k% 
500 S. FIRST ST. 
1011 thr I Orrler 
of William. 
)peri Mon
 - Sit 
1(1 a.m. - 4 p.m. 
oftee   Tea  
Pastries
  Sand»
 
it 
tic's
 
 I resh
 
I roil 
,imoothies
 
Hof
 
I hocola 
le
  lie
 ( a 
ppu« 
ino
 
(
 
id
 Blends
 
Chinese
 
Cuisine
 
FOOD TO 
GO 
 
Ilaltdann  hum; 
Citnitio 

 
it,, 
er 
 I math 
and  Prom., 
 
 ( lprn 
11,11%
 
losetl  
We 
accept:
 VISA 
MC AMEX 
D1S 
117tdablr
 
In) 
( 
CV 
Cl'a 
131  E. 
Jackson
 
Street
 
6 
Blocks
 North
 of 
Santa 
Clara 
294-3303
 or 998-9427
 
Between
 3rd
 and
 4th 
Street
 
k 
rararara.a.wa,.,on,21271,..f),1,,,,
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SPARTAN
 
DAILY
 
 7 
Spartans
 
look to 
keep Fresno 
State
 
Bulldogs  
on
 short
 leash 
By 
Tatiana
 
Getty  
DAILY 
STAFF 
WRITER
 
The San 
Jose
 
State
 I 
no ersity 
base-
ball team 
had 
a productii
 e week.
 
taking two 
out 
of 
three games 
from
 
Western
 
Athletic
 
Conlerence  
opponent
 
Sacramento  State
 
in
 a three
-game  se-
ries 
over  the 
sseekend
 and 
blanking  
the 
llniversity
 of San 
Francisco on 
Tuesday.  
BASEBALL
 
Tr) r) 
OF 
THE 
1CIORDER
 
NOTEBOOK
 
night. 
The 
Spartans  traveled to 
Sac  State's 
Hornet Field 
to take the 
series,  defeat-
ing the 
Hornets  twice and 
dropping
 the 
middle
 game. 
For the 
series  
opener
 on Friday.
 S.ISI 
defeated Sac State 6-1. 
With 
the score at 
4-1,  the Spartans 
insured the win by 
adding
 two more 
runs in the eighth inning
 With the bases 
loaded,
 left fielder Ryan 
Angel singled 
to
 right field, bringing
 in right fielder 
Ihmato 
(liovanatto. This 
game
 extends 
Angel's hit streak to 10 games 
Next up, second baseman I Xic id 
Pierson, with a sacrifice 
hunt
 to 
the 
Hornet's Mao, brought  J 
St 
third  
baseman
 Raul Campos
 
aci,rss  
the  
plate  
for the final run of the game This was  
Pielson's WA(  
leading
 
11th
 sacrifice 
play and the 43rd of 
his career. Ile is 
only 
tic o assay trom ty mg 
the all-time 
5JS1 iecord 
" 
slat  
like  that is 
something
 
to
 shoot
 
tot.-
 said Pierson "It means a lot !w-
ean,: WS kind of helping the team " 
Pitr. her 1.01V11 
sIoite 
pe nio receised 
the ism. pitching his third complete 
game of the season and alloWing only 
four hits, one run and three walks.
 cc 
bite 
sinking out seven. Ile improi cd his re-
cord 
to 3-2. 
On 
Saturday.
 the Spartans fell 
to the 
hornets, 
9-7. 
With the 
score  at 
5-2  at the
 
top 
ol 
the 
fifth inning,
 designated hitter
 
IAm.
 
Williammee hit a home 
run to left 
held,
 
scoring right fielder 
Angel and second 
baseman
 
Pierson  
to tie 
the score  
at 
5 
5 
But the Hornets answered back, scot
 
lug three runs 
in the bottom of the fifth 
inning and taking the lead, 8-5. 
The Spartans scored
 one run in the 
eighth 
inning  and one more in the ninth,
 
but it wouldn't be enough as 
Sac State 
scored (Inc 
more in the sixth inning to 
secure its 9-7 win. 
Both teams
 returned Sunday- for the 
series
 
decider.  
SJSI  
took
 
the  game
 6
 
4. 
and the series. 
Behind
 3-1, the Spartans rallied in 
the 
seventh  and eighth innings 
to take 
the win. SJSU scored two
 rims in 
the 
seventh
 to tie the game, and three more 
in the eighth for the win 
The I linnets scored one more run in 
the eighth 
This
 series drops the
 Hornets'
 os
 
ii all 
record to
 
I 22 and 6-6 in the 
55 St
  
The CMS 1-1,11
 
it  San rianCI,C1,
 
in 
tered the Tuesday 's game at Ntuincipal 
Stadium on a hot 
streak,
 
having
 won
 
19 
of its 
past  23 
games and 
corning  
oil a 
9-4 victory 
over  
Stanford I 
.niversity
 on 
Monday  night 
SJSI. blanked 
t 
SF 7-0, 
scoring  
(ice 
o( their 
seven  runs in the lost inning and 
adding too more in the sixth 
This
 game 
drops the I 
)0its to 24-16
 and 
boosts
 the 
Spartans  to 25 
"(Wednesday
 I 
ss 
as a huge WI 11 tor 
us, because
 I 
SI is one oh
 the hottest 
teams around," 
said  senior pitcher Slim 
XX mck 
"I
 lai mg a win on 
them
 is huge 
andii 
ilea gis 
es 
us a lot of momentum 
going
 into the
 series against 
1resno
 this  
cc eekend 
The Spartans  return 
to action at 
('
 
p m on l.riday to 
kick
 off a three -game 
series
 against 
WA(' rival
 fresno 
State  
The 
Bulldogs  recently dropped out 
(il 
national 
rankings and the top spot  in 
17-
rr. 
rift- 
- 
 
-` 
Tr; 
""` 
,/ 
7 - 
 
sent
-7 
 
GAVIN  MCCHESNEY /DAILY FILE 
San Jose State 
University  infielder Raul 
Campos  leads off from first 
base to later steal second
 base during a 
nonconference
 
game 
against  University
 of San 
Francisco
 on Tuesday at the
 Municipal Stadium.
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No plea deal for 
one  of two 
players
 
in 
Duke
 
lacrosse
 case 
1,111.5NI.
 
attoiney for one two 
Duke
 
I 
no
 
ersity
 
lacrosse  players 
charged  
with 
raping a stripper at a 
team party on Wednesday strong-
ly rejected any sort 
of deal with 
prosecutv  irs.  proclaiming
 again 
his 
client's  innocence 
"1 don't think there is any 
chance in hell that there will be a 
guilty plea," 
attorney  
Bill
 I 'otter
 
said 
"I
 can't tell 
you about 
(ev-
erybody), 
but  my client's 
case is 
either going to 
be dismissed by 
the 0.A or go to 
trial " 
('otter represents ('ollin 
Finnerty,
 who along 
with 
fellow  
sophomore Rea& Seligman!' was 
indicted Monday on charges
 of 
first -degree rape, sexual 
offense
 
and kidnapping Vac 
It posted
 
$.4f
 
/0.01X.)
 bond :Mei their pre-
dawn arrests early Tuesday, and 
both were released %%
 
Ohm 
hours 
School 
officials
 has e declined 
to say 
whether it plans
 
to 
disci 
plow either 
of the playeis. al-
though they hat 
e noted the um-
ersity has 
historically  suspended 
students chin aievt 
cc oh a felony 
Cotter said Wednesday
 that 
Finnerty,
 of Garden City. N.Y 
has 
left Durham, although
 lie 
wouldn't  
say where 
he
 went 
Attorney
 
Kirk 
()shorn. iepresent-
ing Seligmann. 
of 
Fssei. 
Fells,  
N.J., declined  to 
say
 is 
healer  
his  
client
 has been 
suspended 
Seligmann
 and 
his  father 
spent  
111111.
 
It ol 55 
\itt,t
 king 
IR1111  
IIIC law office ,d Hey Robert 
kstrand. 
who  1,in,..eni. dozens  
ot 
uncharged
 1i11.1.,,, 1,1.1
 \ CI, 
District .Xttorney
 
X I 
Who has not grants d
 
lilt tO 
in weeks and sant 
Fuesdas lit-
plaiined to 
make 
no comments
 
about 
the
 case
 
outside
 the 
court - 
num',  has said he
 still 
hopes  
to 
link a third man to the alleged at-
tack
 
Ile 
did 
not
 
return 
calls 
Wednesday .4..
 
king  comment 
about  
that 
et1ort
 oi 
about
 
searches
 
by Durham 
police
 Fuesday night 
of 
SeligmaniTs  and Finnerty's 
dorm 
wool\  
Warrants aut horiting the
 
searches had not been returned to 
the court clerk's or magistrate's
 
office  by Wednesday 
evening 
"I can imagine they never quit 
investigating. but I think it's un-
usual to be executing search scar 
rants after they've indicted." 
( 
'otter  said. 
Defense attorneys have said 
they have time -stamped
 
photos  
1.rom the
 party. 
bank 
recitils.  tell
 
phone 
calls  and 
a taxi 
doter's
 
statement
 
to support
 Seligman!'
 s 
claim of innocence. 
. \ person 
close  to the case 
told 
Tlw Associated Press on 
Wednesday that the cell phone 
records show Seligmann called 
lor
 a taxi at 12 14 &in and that 
according 
to sisorn testimony he 
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 
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non
 
Leif th 
Dify  
is bout
 Care of Cratiori 
Oaf; 
Discdver  Sacred Ecology 
Visit 
the
 SiSPIRIT booth on campus or go to www.ecospirit.org 
to find out about our trips for college students 
',lined at the
 plate " 
"I 
hope  %se 
conwete 
%soh them." said 
second
 
baseman
 Pict
 son
 
I 111111k We 
n 
III 11 
55t'
 
0..11110. and (10 
things 
right.I think %\ e 
II ,,grie Mit on top.-
Fres
 
Sim,  
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2i, 
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oi
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5\
 
'tO 
ii 'iii
 
Imo
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 °M
 
inns. Soutuiuvl,icand
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sim,i,o 
%%
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THEATER
 AT THE TECH 
TOWris  
SURVIVING  THE 
TOUR OE" FRANCE 
450 
Now 
PLAYING  
This week's showtimes: 
Toes-Sun:1
 and 2 pm 
Fri -Sat: 1, 2 and 6 pm 
Wired -to -Win
 Brain Workout @ The Tech! 
Enjoy a Brain Workout
 before or after the film, in the Exhibit 
Galleries.
 Design your own bicycle 
to win a race! Determine 
the 
optimal
 body fat for a bike racer. And 
much more! 
For more information and times, call 
408.294.TECH
 or go to www.thetech.org. 
zot S. Market Street, San lose, CA 95113
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Alfred Brennan, a junior majoring in 
kinesiology,  enjoys Tuesday's warm 
weather by playing catch on Tower Lawn. 
capitolnissan.com
 
ALREADY  
GRADUATED?
 
ABOUT
 TO 
GRADUATE? 
If so, 
see Capitol Nissan 
Today  
and Receive a 
$500
 
COLLEGE GRAD REBATE!* 
MAKE 
THE GRADE
 - GET 
A+ CREDIT
 
 
Bad Creat and  
you can 
qualify
 
- 
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' 
- 
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lamb,  
I 
Minor in possession of 
alcohol 
 \ pril 
14.  Alex Alvarc/ 
ss as cited and released for 
being a minor 
in possessHin
 
of 
alcohol  and 
pissessioil
 
marijuana
 
 On April 14. Michel Kane 
was 
cited  and released h 
being a minor in possess', hi 
of alcohol at the Campus 
Village 
Alcohol 
violation
 
 On April II. a subject was 
detained and released for 
being drunk in public and 
(pa
-awned
 
for
 being under 
the mlluence of a controlled
 
substance
 at the Fourth Street 
garage.
 
? Hi 
April
 14. r iary 
Manchester was
 tiled 
for 
consuming
 
alcohol
 
On
 
campus
 at the I 'hild 
kselopment
 
I ,Aim 
  
I in April 
15.  I ionnell  Nelson
 
%%as arrested
 or
 being doink 
in 
public  
Burglary  
 ( in 
April  9. a 
report  ssas 
taken for burglary at Sweeney 
I fall 
 
( \ pril 9, Rodney Bailey 
and I )iiminie  Dulaney were 
arrested 
and  booked
 
into
 
county jail for 
robbery.
 
burglary ;ind 
conspiracy  at 
'anvils Village
 
Drug  violations 
 ( in April 10,
 ( 'ap 
'asey  
was 
cited 
and 
released  
hi'  
possession
 
of
 marijuana
 
at the I hild Development 
center 
 
On 
Apo!
 1 I. 
report  
u/us 
taken 
posseSSI011
 
of
 
111:1111111111
 :11 I tomer 
Ilall  
 ( 
hi April 14, a female 
jus elide was cited 
and 
released for being an 
unlicensed 
driver and 
possessing
 marijuana
 while  
dos mg 
Drunken Driving 
In April 13.
 
Michael
 
I lanison was 
arrested for 
driving under the influence
 at 
First and 
Seventh
 streets. 
On 
April  14, Clemente
 
Gutierrei was arrested tor 
driving under the influence at 
Tenth and Reed streets. I us 
vehicle was impounded and 
towed. 
 
On
 April 15, Gregory 
Washington was arrested 
for driving while under 
the influence at Third and 
Reed streets. Ills car was 
impounded and towed. 
 On April 
BC Justin Triano 
was 
arrested at Santa Clara 
and  Second streets
 
for driving 
under the influence. 
False information to a 
Peace
 Officer 
 On April 9, Oscar ( 'ampos 
was cited and 
released  for 
giving false information to 
a 
police
 officer.  
Lost property 
On A 
pill
 
1o.  a report 
was 
taken
 tot lost 
property  at 
SJSI
 
On
 
\ 
pill  
14. a 
report
 was 
taken  or
 a lost 
11)  card 
at 
"1St 
Theft 

 On
 
April  
report was 
taken 
for 
theft 
ol
 a
 
i 
St 
parking permit at the Se% enth 
Street garage 
 
r hi April 13. a report
 was 
taken for a stolen backpack at 
the Student Services
 center. 
 
On April 13, a report 
was 
taken 
for  a stolen parking 
permit at the 10th Street 
garage. 
 
()n
 
April 
C7. 
a 
report  
was  
taken  
at
 the 
Dr.  
Martin  
Luther  
King 
Jr. 
Joint  
library
 
for 
petty  
theft
 01 
a 
laptop.
 
Cite  
and  
release
 
 
On April 
9, 
Jason  
lieloney
 
was
 cited 
and 
released
 for
 
driving
 
with  a 
suspended
 
license
 at the
 
Seventh
 
Street 
garage. 
 
On
 April
 13. 
Michael  
Whittington
 
was  
cited
 and 
released
 
at
 Duncan
 Hall 
for 
disobeying
 an order
 to 
remain  
off 
campus.
 
Trespassing
 
 
On 
April  
10,  
Vuong  
Mang
 
was 
cited  and 
released  for 
violation
 of withdrawal
 of 
consent
 to remain 
on campus 
at the 
Dr
 Martin Luther
 King 
Jr. Joint library. 
 
in April 13.
 Michael 
hutington 
%vas  cited at 
Duncan 
hall
 
for disobeying 
an order to remain off 
campus
 
 
(Iii April 17. Michael 
Whittington was arrested at 
the SCV enth Street garage for 
violating
 an 
order to vacate 
the campus
 
Vandalism
 
 
( 
Apnl 9. Vuong lloang
 
was cited and released 
for  
vandalism  at the Dr. Martin 
Iiither King Jr. Joint library. 
 On April 13. Brent Leitra 
Wati cited and released 
for tampering with tire 
equipment at the Campus 
Village 
 
On
 
April 14. a report for 
andalism was taken at the 
Dr Martin Luther King Jr 
Joint
 
Library.  
 
On 
April 14. a 
report 
"is
 
taken
 for
 vandalism ot 
a toilet at the
 Dr Martin 
Luther King
 Jr. Joint 
.kpril 14, a report 
was 
taken at the Student I .mon 
for 
sandalism.  
 
On April 1K a report
 was 
taken
 at the Se% enth Street
 
Garage  for 
% 
andalism  
Compiled  by Michael
 
Brady  
Daily Staff 
Writer  
Eric,
 
HAVE YOU SEEN THE SEASON'S
 MOST ORIGINAL FILM? 
APOMTOWARM
 THE HEARTS OF 
OLD -MOVIE 
JUNKIES AND 
INDIE  KIDS AWE!" 
"ijNEXPEtTEWAND  
DARING! NOIR 
TO
 
ITS VERY 
BONer 
- KM.
 
A 
SPELLBINDER!  THE STUFF THAT 
DREAMS ARE MADE 
OF!  TANTAUZI/191" 
TWIST -FILLED
 WHODUNIT!"
 
-ciAuti. 
iii 
;ririkarliry
 
"If IR-Will 
ORIN-TV/IST1N2"  
litriioILED
 
TREAT!"
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New
 
cars
 
displayed
 
at
 
SJSU 
By 
Matthew
 
Zane  
DAILY
 STAFF
 
WRITER  
The walkways
 
next  to 
the 
Event 
Center
 and 
the 
('nicer ( 
'enter  
were  
crowded
 
with 
more
 than just
 stu-
dents  on 
Wednesday.  
Six 
new  
Subaru
 
Imprezas had 
very 
envi-
able
 parking
 spaces 
in the 
middle  of 
campus 
They 
were a pad 
of "Outdoor 
Resolution,- the 
result 
of a 
partner-
ship 
between
 Saxim
 of A 
menca  and 
marketing 
students  hum
 the ( 
of Business
 
"It's kind
 of 
interesting,-
 said 
I king 
Nguyen, a 
junior  majoring
 in 
engineering
 "I've nes
 er seen any 
kind  of car 
advertising  on 
campus  
before" 
Innovative  
Design, 
made  up 
of 
eight  Sall
 Jose 
Stale  I 
'no ersity 
marketing students.
 
nicked 
ssith
 
Berkeley based marketing 
compa-
ny I \ enture 
Panners to 
secure
 the 
partnership
 with Subam 
re kind of the 
liaison  he 
tween
 the school
 and Subam.-
said 
EdVenture  Partners
 Program 
Facilitator
 
(.01111ie
 
1 
)rson  
Tlw progiam was pad 
of
 Subanis 
Project
 
Acceleration:
 The 
Subaru  
Impre/a
 
I 
'ollegiatv 
I'hallenge 
!Leven 
other 
universities
 
from 
annind the country 
participated in 
the 
program  
The top three
 will be invited 
to
 
the 
Subai
 it 
tit \ nienca headquarter: 
to 
present
 thou  niarketing
 campaign. 
( trson said 
"hist 
place  gm. 
Is3fl(10.
 sec 
ond 
place 
S2, 
ix)
 
and third place 
$1 
.1
 
hsit in said 
student% 
nalking
 In the 
two
 
sits
 
pit, 
Its:1110ns
 
0111We
 01 1111: I -s 
eIll 
( and the 
( 'areel. ( Mule 
enticed
 by five piz/a. to 
eats  ass 
and the chance 
to 
%%in
 
prizes
 such  
is 
iPods
 and 
Tres,
 
(,) 
ii 
smariph,,m,
 
"A 
lot  of people were
 excited
 
to
 
n in 
the 
Tyco
 
/4 In 
phone.-
 said Sam 
Monte. Inuit limo% alive I ksign 
Some students preferred the more 
tangible
 giseaways
 
"I like the pizza,- said 1:tnek.-1 
.deoji.
 a senior majonng 
in 
Indus-
tnal technology
 
ciiANTERAJ  GUNN/DAILY 
STAFF 
Karthik Gottiparthy, senior electrical engineer major, takes a closer 
look at one of the Subarus 
that
 were on display Wednesday at 
Paseo de Cesar Chavez. 
de011 ',tad he Mils ZlIst, im-
pressed In the inalinne 
shoned
 
by 
the 
students
 
of
 limos
 :MN e 
'Being students. Cl,ntacting car 
dealers and setting eserything up. 
they 're doing what they 're supposed 
to do.- I Aeoji said
 
.knother big drass to the event 
o 
as the cars. 
Students climbed in and out ol 
the variou.s cars, turning steering
 
wheels, adjusting seats and pressing 
buttons  
' \ hit tit 
ntalalc  
Mere 
the 
(Ms,-  said 
Jimmie!  
Iii',',
 
man,  
units ills 
C 1 
k's1,211
 promotions C4 tor 
thimim
 "We got a lot ol 
questions
 
Ionics  said he got posin%
 
e teak 
nom Mom  man  \ 
students
 
"I think n hat got IIICII1N%as
 
knots 
ire 
ste 
oeun't 
selling  
them 1111w  
cars).  that kind  
01 put then 
guard 
&Mil .111111e  
NC' X 'onus said 
Sal Lope/. a jumm minoring In 
bit whom...try, said he appreciated 
the 
111/1111riMilt.\tim
 cheek out 
the ears 
without  being 
pressined
 by sales
 
men 
"I liked them I Impretas). but 
I 
tweet reall  
got
 to 
because  of the 
dealers."
 Lope/ said "You 
want
 
to
 
be able 10 I04
 
,k at them without be 
liii!11.1,1ed 
Billy  
Nguyen.
 senior majoring 
in 
eninitial 
s i l t s ' , v i
 said that the Cs C111 
nas -intotmainc -I 
hadn't  seen 
lit'lit's',
 
is xlcl, until now,-  
\gu iii 
said  
I ,sen the free pizza and
 
gnu
 
ass s 
couldn't
 change 
Nguyen',
 
cal brand loyalties
 
.I'm an I ivo guy,"
 he said, n: 
!ening 
to the
 \ 
litsubishi  Lancer 
I a ttliiiion 
-Snbantsare
 
cool though, 
y 
trM 
II 
110,1.0n:4
 
such
 
as
 
snosboarding
 
and  
the beaeli 
( %%
 
lute Impre/a W'RX STI 
near the I 
'al
 CCU.  
I  
'enter %%as 
parked  
next it, an inflatable
 
ixulun
 tree and 
had dozens til snuill beach balls 
slit
 
out  
lroin 
the 
door-,
 
\ Ionics said 
the 
eltort
 nut 
into
 
dc%itiating
 the 
%%as 
M0111111  
I lie Is is Ii Illellle Mil, a hlt.-
14,1111, ',MI 
-1 inicidentall
 the 
sseadici %Yolked t,111 101' 
it,
 11's MIC11 
`unn
 sitS 
list 
'ii she %% AS 
1111pICSMAI
 
MI111  
Ille marketing plan 
and 
L'S 
tilt 
execution 01 limo%
 ito c I 
icsign 
It 
nas  
gical  
Loom  
5% 
ith  the 
.11,i I here were 
al,' to...1 
ilk  CBI 
to 
come
 
and 
Olt hit  
Students get ready to study 
abroad  
By Annette Andre 
DAILY STAFF WRITER 
I I tit static
 
Sail Jose 
State 
ins
 eisit \ students,  this summer 
may be spent like those 01 the past 
- a short
 road trip here and a little 
tunic spent noiking them 
To 
muue
 students,
 hi,',', es
 cr, 
this  
stiminci 
means  tra% cling through
 
mil  lila/11, 
China,  Guatemala  
Japan
 Is ith 
one 
of S.1151 
''s faculty 
led 
study 
abroad programs
 
\ 'though the tune 
to appls toi 
these
 trips has already passed. 
students  
%%ill  
hat
 e until Nlay I 
to
 
sign up lor 
sillily  abroad opportuni
 
' ties this suumuiicr 
It, ( FlInland. 
1 lance, ( 
'Liman). 
Linea.  Mexico,
 
liailand in I 'rummy through the 
International Student 1..xchange 
Program  
Study  
abroad
 
stootthniohoo
 
limse
 
Rudel 
said  the International 
student
 
ttl"I'l2
 ihhi 
i 
."0 
International
 Pit 
tglanis  and
 
Bilateral
 Exchange
 lit 
'man
 is, arc 
seinesto 
and
 yea' 
long
 pitogiams  
that 
invohe
 a direct 
relationship
 
he
 
tween
 
5tS1  and other um%
 eraties 
OVeniCati 
%WOW:  Ft) 
normal
 
S.ISI  
tuition here and 
the student from
 
the other country
 
du it's
 the same and
 
then they 
just 
swap places.- Rude' 
said
 
"So 
the  student is not paying 
intenianonal
 fees
 there 
" 
Rudel 
explained  that 
most of the 
programs
 abroad 
cost
 the same
 
-- if 
not
 less -- than
 the liii nun
 it costs 
to study
 
It  a 
semester
 
at
 S.ISI Ile 
said that
 students 
can 11W 
financial  
aid to 
cover 
the  
costs
 
ot 
study
 ing 
abroad
 
"When  else 
are  you 
going  to 
have
 
the opportimity
 
to 
study 
and  use
 in 
dillerent
 country
 and use 
your fi-
, 
[uncial aid
 (ti do 
Rudel 
said 
 
With 
S.ISI  
tuition
 Itir a 
lull  time 
student
 costing 
about 
$1.64(,.  stu-
dents
 could 
expect  the 
study abroad
 
tuitions 
to cost the
 same 
Rut.k.1  said 
that
 
financial  
aid  
could  also 
be 
used 
to 
help pay,. for the 
laculty
 led 
pro -
grains. Which cost
 
bel\\een  
$2,500
 
;Ind 
iLi.5(X),
 
Ile also said 
that another 
myth  
about 
studying  
abroad  
is 
that
 stu-
dents won't be able
 to take classes 
abroad
 that 
will  
transfer 
into their 
major
 
or 
minor
 
\II Ills
 
SIC,111,  
MS' 
s011Idl'Ild
 
'resident credit.  
5'. 
11511 ineans thc% 
ale actual'  \ 
S.ISI 
transcript. 
Rudd
 said -tandems
 can use 
those
 
eicdos.
 as 
1..iig
 
stork  %%
 
oh 
then aeatleniu ad% isei in their
 di: 
partment. 1,1 sansi y 
requitements
 
within their innor or ininor " 
Brian 
!Listings,
 StS1 ads 
erns 
mg 
alumnus,
 
spent last 
suminei  
studing
 
abioad
 in !Milani!  
"I had 
one 
semester  
leli
 in 
col
 
lege, and then 1 was about to madu 
.ac." he said -I
 
kites',
 that I only had 
this limited %%
 
undoes
 of opportunity
 
iui 111 10 embark upon an .ids en
 
tine like 
the.. to 
teach
 me 
things
 that 
I could IleN CI
 
hate
 possibly learned 
in any
 
S.1.1,.14sini
 
Hastings said of all the many 
things 
he learned 
us limit'
 
stud 
\ mg 
abroad. the ones
 that 
he %allied 
mini
 
n
 
tue less, ins
 dlii 
tilt 
lumnise 
Ii 
-1 
tin  aie 
put 
in 
this
 suiround  
mg that
 yiql (,111,1 Ile% 
el
 e \pet]  
clue ill i liii main:it lite.- I lasting, 
said
 
101-Ced
 to adapt. 
and 
iii 111.11 
pnicess 
%oil  do 
things  
that 
%tin would has,: iicser dreamed you 
 
%%tulle]
 lime
 
dime.
 " 
Stuelenis Lail begin 
signing
 up 
Ion one 
ot
 the 
' . S i ' i
 faculty 
led  winter
 
20(K,
 study abroad
 programs 
nt,M  
Prolessoi  Jon 
Pearce  
1.10111 
the 
computer science department mill 
be taking a group
 
oi 
studciii,
 10 sir 
Lanka lor three 
',seek,.  mid Pit +lessor 
I luan 
'kern:  01 
I ci 
'.s 
ill
 take 
another
 group 
to( 'lima 
Sald (hal I1CI C1111112( 
C111 CVCCI 10 he doing the 
sans.. things that Were dont. Minim 
last
 
is
 Intel 's
 
hull 
I le 
said the 
group also 
spent
 time 
tm% cling with the cluel 
archaeolo-
gist 
of Sri 
I
 mitka 
who  took
 them 
around
 to ancient cities and archae-
ological digs 
Praice said hall 
ol the Inne 
is
 
Vent 
III lecture,
 
some  
01 \shish 
in 
Clink.
 1(101.1111,a MA101(111  go mg pn: 
sentations tin Buddhism The oilier 
hall
 
01 the
 time is spent
 on 
such 
field  
trips
 
as
 going
 to 
visit
 
sites
 
'When yon are born and raised 
in one country, you get into this cul 
tural 
inindset
 that your culture is 
the  
nght one.- 
Pearce
 said "When you 
stay in another place 
for an extend-
ed 
period of time, you 
see that your 
culture  is one of many, 
it's not the 
!gin (11 %%tong 
mit..
 hilt 
it 1mi kW 
terent  
Pearce said that 
cypenctice 
alimad
 is
 in some %%.1%, liks 
the 
in.'s Ifs' \ I:1111
  
10111 t.1111111e
 us 
olle 
01
 nisuits 11.. 
1115 es and 111, 
enlightening  lo \ 
wise tualM,- he said -11 
is "salmill 
into anotlwr. and y% ben you ctalle 
balk 10 Illt, 
le.1111y  011 
C0IIIC bac k 
an much ot,ci peison " 
l'se-mug
 
said
 hi" 
is
 inter 
sessot
 
2) 
tilt 
laciiM
 ti -it 
inopalii
 
tsulh%en
 
Illre it, pans 01 Liman, ( 'lima and 
I long 
Kong 
to study 
the 
( 
"hinese
 
language  anti culture and inform 
thin ICC111101t,gles In mu a 
glolxil
 per 
specinr.
 
hings  arc 
getting  
global, so in 
tonnation technology  students 
need 
the oppirtimity
 to see it Irtim a 
glob-
al peisixt( 
to
 it.- Tseng said "It) do
 
-
mg this, students tiny end up bring 
111C IICW ideas hack ken' 
1,CIIC said that for
 the lira in° 
necks
 
it
 
the trip. Taipei 
I 'no crsity 
in Liman %%ill host the students,  
nheic  they still
 gain 
an
 
mot%  to% 
of  the Internet information in the 
'laissan 
area 
"We'll take students
 Iii 
the 
Tarn
 an 
Semiconductor
 NI:mutat
 h 
tiring 
( 
'ompany.  %stitch is the 
Nu, 
I 
scull'
 
conductor manoilactunng compam 
in the W01-1t1.- Tsent said
 
''\\e 
ssull
 
also take them to \ tier, the lead-
ing 
laptop
 
and
 IS  company in 
the 
%solid, 
us he re 1111: CI 
anpart 
show them 
lion  
things arc 
made.
 as 
well
 as 
answer 
iniesnons
 that stii 
dents may lime " 
"In 
Southern
 (11111(1. students will 
nue,,,the
 
Special
 I Wononui: 
/one,  
hich  is 
there  to 
encourage
 
industry  
Ito 
in%
 e1,- he 
...aid 
''I't'
 sill 
leant 
about  
how 
(Una
 
Is:Lank.
 IIIC 
leader in 
si couple 
of 
areas W hat is 
their 
strateg 
Is 
it 
because.  of tlw 
Special 
I.C.01101111C  
/,tune" Is it from the
 
Chinese  
guts
 - 
ernment's encouragement for the 
people to come back from overseas 
and bring technology back home?," 
Tseng asked 
"What I really. svant to get acmss 
is that studying abroad is affordable, 
it 
is possible,  it is not as
 scary as you 
think." Rude! said. " .N11 you need 
is the courage to take that step, get 
mon: 
information and knoo
 
that it 
is an oppodunity that is available to 
all  
students."  
'Made
 in 
U.S.A.' 
not 
always
 
sweatshop
 
free, 
speaker
 says 
By Erin Hull 
DAILY 
SlAFF WRITER
 
That 'A 
lade
 
in 
the I S \ la 
bel 
on
 y 
out  
shirt does not 
mean 
that it 
oasift  made. in a so cat 
shop, 
said
 
former
 
garment
 
otirker  
( 
'arinemita
 
'hue'' 
. \ 'tad 
(luring
 
her 
hour 
lout speccii
 weduesda) 
iii hit' 
student  I 
mon at 
San  Jose
 
Slate
 I iii% 
ci
 sit% 
"sitincilling
 %%
 
till 
a I 
label 
oil 
IiIIIIk
 %Willi!  ht. eal 
tree.* but 
you  could
 1st' ,s 1111115, 
bad said 
. batTs 
lectine
 us 
as six 
nisored
 
by the 
student
 led Sustainable  
Markel,
 and 
Responsible  
Trade 
hole, 1 
a gimp 
norkmg
 
to raise
 
:indiums,
 01 
labor  
practices
 
this
 
%seek  
thiough
 
several  es slits on 
Se11101
 
111:11,1  
tillt1  
projecI  
catinnuttee 
eliair
 Ann! 
1:itik,u 
',aid,
 
I 
he c%
 tills 
MC 
alkali  
intn 
hint!!  
ethic .11et1 
Ahern:lines.-
to 
student.
 \\
 
Jilting  Ito
 support
 sus-
tainable 
mai  Lis 
\ had
 
%%-iked
 as 
a 
garment  
is 
ttikei
 in 
silvan 
making  high 
end ictail t 
'thing  
for the 
sako  
( 
't
 
'flu
 nation
 
below  
becom-
ing a 
spoke.mcomion
 tor the San 
1,.11
 
based
 
human  
rights  
'lit
 
( ilobal
 
Exchange 
I 
am
 an individual who
 can 
mit% c 
to you 
that
 
the 
claims
 ol 
515
 carEittp 1.04,1 
are not baseless
 
AM. 
\ bad
 said 
l'iis hat 
\ 
nadO. 
ItIntOr
 
d011
 
-
He
 milts on suit IOlon 
and  iinthro-
11014.11\.
 
.114.I. 
I 
5.11115' lit 
iuI5t 
) 
he,  
1.-.111,C
 
I 
ssant
 11, IICal 
111,1 hand 
"1"1""'
 
lalvor ln Saipan, 
tl 1 
lilted  SItill's terrilor
 in the 
X lamina Islands.
 %%as 
public!) es, 
Pt',"  
'shut
 
oil  \ 
''s  
"2(1
 
2))"  
in March til
 1')98 1.1% mg in what 
she
 
calls 
"squalid 
conduit  ins- and 
being forced 
to
 
work 14
-hour  day
 s, 
seven days
 per 
%seek, 
brought
 .Shad 
to 
fonn 
a garment
 
workers  
union.  
When
 the Sako Corixuation
 
threatened
 to fire her for unioniz-
ing. .1.bad said 
she made the de 
els1011 
10 wear it hidden
 camera 
It,
 expose the conditions ot the
 
Saipan 
sweatshops 
"The) 
tried tt, silence
 
use, but 
I fought 
back,-
 .1bad 
said 
"No
 
worker  should be 
treated  like a 
shoe
 " 
This 
%Oct, oas 
shown  
on 
.lit
 ' 
tine int mill later, bntiging :Men 
lion to .-Akealshrop 
pioducts
 
sold
 
with 
I 
S \ labels \ bad was 
able 
to demonstrate
 
thionth  
the 
Ind 
uten 
Ca1111:1:1 lootagc and through 
intermens  that gininent work 
cis %%  ere 
sulnected  to 
lockdonlis  
.111,1 10 1%011111I: 
1111(104:111111:1110.1 
110111,  \ 'though hIlt t 
',tilling  made 
III saipan
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aIsX  
label,
 
It 
Is Sets n lit 
Mta kers  
earning  the 
simian minimum \s
 
age $4 -5 
her
 
how 
Sn 
emshop labor is o 
rights 
',me. 
.thad said. since 
85 
pert:Slit lit garment %%tillers are 
women 
I 
he
 uttiker,
 in 
Saipan minim 
ih 
canoe  Iloilo the Philippine.
 
I hailand. Hamill:Mesh. China 
and 
\ 
teinam-ind  paid between $3.1 
Hit
 
and `WASH)
 
Ii one year nitik 
isas.
 \Ii.uih said 
In signing then. 
stork 
su 
mum Is,
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%% 
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 .1111 
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.X bad, the $21I million dollar set 
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pro% 
ides I mid. 
14
 iu 
oorker 
hack 
1150.
 
public  edtic.ition 
oil la 
boi abuses. 
as
 
%%ell  as the creation 
of an independent
 garment pro-
duction monitonng system
 
Sweatshops 
:ore
 not
 
limited
 
to 
islands and maquiladoras
 - a 
sweatshop
 
may be 
operating
 just 
 Ill
 the 
street..kbad said 
"I 
%en  hen. out ssorkers
 are be-
ing mistreated Shad 
said  
odd
 
liusseut 
'I 'l
 qiidciiis
 to gel 
ins ''Is ed
 
Ill [lie 
Nis  c,11.4 op
 
1110%1:-
111CM In Lit gmin 
g the purchasing 
mactices
 ol this % 
:minus  X. bad 
ret ailed 
that
 
on
 
her o ay to 
her 
hist
 publie sneaking
 engagement  
at I lierkele% 
she 
sass
 
students 
on the bus 
%%eating
 
t 
( Berkeley. 
SA{1...11,4111-1,
 that
 
she 
had  sewn 
in
 
Saipan
 ( six nut 
'red 
cloth-
ing made 
in so 
cats 
hop, has been 
the 
target of many ampus move
 
went,.
 \ bad said 
" 
'us
 a 
student
 
you 
lime a lot 
of 
posse's-
 
bad said "Students
 like 
I 
it aie the
 biggest e011S1.1111CIS
 01 
", 
Incse
 
hultsfiucts
 
leen 
I:Amos
 
a mint,' 
CIIVI-
1011111c11111 
sillthes
 111.1)01. said the 
maim it% ol students
 don't
 look 
for 
sovaishop 
lice 
s 
!tithing
 because
 
-the% don't
 
kilos%
 
about the- is 
 I inicka
 
lit.
 km. a mum, double 
map! in helm%
 lora' S1:11.111.0 arid 
 at.* said she's become 
more  
.155.11e 01 Ille ISMIC  
III IICI
 u,
-lasses  at 
sisI 
I.% e 
be%  time much more 
con-
s(
 
be uI 
iumils 
ot in) 
purchases
 
lately. -
I us kei
 said 
\ 
bad  
eons  hided her ...peech 1.)) 
encomaging
 
Audenis
 to be 
More 
proactoC  
hClICSC  stilt ther 
%%Odd
 is 
 \ bad
 said "I theam  that 
somedio  
Ci CI 
ha'  
equal  
opportiimi \ 10 
15 
and I 
main  
It' be able 
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s,u 
11,41
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part. -
Earn
 up to S700 per day 
as
 a "real people'' HP 
model.  
'real
 
people'.
 lot
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everple
 
I
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iivvliii 
i..iikard  
products - 
laptops, cameras. printers 
.1114. 11
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 and 
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Spreading
 
Smiles  Across 
Campus
 
NO Monthly Fee 
Checking 
Accounts!  
NO Minimum Balance 
Checking Accounts! 
Discount 
tickets to parks 
FREE 24/7 Online 
and AMC Theatres!
 Access to your Account! 
Only 
$50  
Minimum  Access to Over 25,000 
Required in Savings 
Account! Surcharge
-Free  ATMs! 
LOW
 RATE Auto 
Loans 
and 
VISA  Credit Cards! 
Across the street from 
San Jose State! 
Credit
 
Union
 
... putting 
a smile 
on 
on
 student
 
at
 a Utile 
All San
 Jose State 
University 
Students,
 Faculty,
 and 
Staff are eligible to join! 
"IirikAPRIL
 
SPARTAN  
SPECIAL
 
Open a Checking Account 
with NO MONTHLY 
FEES
 
and order an 
SJCU
 
Debit  Card at NO COST!** 
With  your SJCU Debit Card, you have 
access to over 25,000 surcharge -free 
CO-OP ATMs nationwide 
including 
5,300  7 -Eleven ATMs! 
VISIT OUR NEW DOWNTOWN BRANCH! 
Located steps away from 
MLK Jr. Library 
City 
Hall
 
MLK Jr. 
Library  
ourt St. Gara . - 
NCUA 
Santo( 
120 
 
,  
; IWO
 
roar
' (lit 
88 
S. 4th 
Street
 
Suite
 120 
open 9 a.m. -4 
p.m.
 
Monday
 - Friday
 
t .1. I. 
1 
't 
, 
JOS 
' 
rctlit  
I Him'
 
Main 
Branch: 
140 
Asbury St. 
San 
Jose,
 
CA 95110 
visit us 
@ www.sjcu.org 
(408) 
294-8800  
Downtown 
Branch: 
88 S. 4th St., Ste. 120 
San Jose, CA 95112 
( S 
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Gerontologist
 
speaks  about
 
promoting
 
work  
with the
 elderly 
By
 
Matthew
 
Zane  
DAILY  
STAFF  
WRITER  
Students
 received 
career
 
advice  
and 
information
 
about
 one ol 
the lastest 
growing
 
segments 
of
 the
 
pop-
ulation 
on
 Fuesday 's 
-What's
 Age 
Got to Do 
With  
infonnatiimal 
panel
 
.\ccording to the
 2000 
US 
Census,
 more than 
twelve peicem 
id
 
the 
population is older
 than 65,  and 
that numbei
 Is 
pt 
i 
ijected
 to rise 
rapidly
 in 
the
 future 
Speaker.
 
trout
 
\ dull 
Protective Sees 
ices. 
iencTations
 
\ 
immunity 
'cwt. 
Sunny  
slew 
Retilentem  
I 
Ummunity  and 
San 
Jose  
state  l
 ins 
ci sit 
priilessiits
 
talked  to a crowd 
of as 
mitt 
31) 
students
 :ind 
lactilis
 
member
 :Mont the 
growing
 number ol emeers 
ii1111 the 
elderly  
The 
number  of people 
older
 than 
(,5
 in the 1 nited 
States has 
steadily  nsen 
over  the 
past
 century  
:Ind
 as 
the 
baby 
lasintel
 eeneration 
gross  
s older that 
numbet  is ill 
continue to inciease 
according
 tot iree
 I 'as lie. chat, or 
the 
luinian  
px'i
 
I 
iinal  lee 
department  u sCIS CS) as
 
the 
keynote speaket 
-There ma) 
be 
people
 who 
may not have thought 
about 
possibilities 
is
 
ttli
 the 
elderly.- said 
( 
ionzaga
 da 
'mina,
 a 
reci 
C:1111,11
 
:Intl  leisure studies assistant 
young you
 
think:  
I )11. I 
6,11 I SS alll 10 
11:11)
 On'
 is 
1111
 tite 
Older people:
 bull .11LSI 
It I I 
ethic
 file 
stint1.II
 It 
n- merit I or students,
 jlist 
lot
 csik,sillgthe111
 I think w 
o 
as
 
utstanding
 
Ph o  il I Ills 
ti 
iii 
\ 
Protecto c
 
Sin Ices Saud that 
ollen
 
'glo'tc
 
the 
needs and desires of the 
elder 
ly 
-1.cople situ, 'laic .1:111 
hair are automatically  mar-
gin-tali/ed.-
 1 outs 
Panelists tiled ti. 
emphasize
 that 
growing 
older 
does
 
not 
Pius,
 to be negattse 
"Aging in and ot itself  is not a ten tble  
thing,-
 
fonts  
said. -it's 
ass
 onikTlul thing. it's a gat 
In his
 kcs 
note
 
speech. 
-Ness 
Tricks  
for 
/Id I 
fogs, -
Payne said many ailments :mutinied to aging are the 
result
 
oi a la, k 
set,
 
use
 
Payne 
said  that
 only 10 
percent
 
of the
 
1 .S 
pop-
ulation exercuse,
 enough to 
increase
 
Laub()  
respirator)
 
endurance 
\ 
ccording  
to
 
Payne.  
la, k
 it 
eiei,  'se 
can  lead to a 
old sit' problem,  limn de, teased
 mils,
 le 
and 
bone 
mass
 to 
heart 
problems
 
l'he as erage peisi  in 
has  
nil) 
60 
percent
 
id the
 
mus-
cle suength that the  once ihd the time that
 they are 
X.0. Pa) ne said 
"Its the nine Rtr 
ha% e the strength ol a 
nine seat
 1,1 
Pay lie said 
PAL  I., said 
111.11 is 
ilk 
proper
 CNCICIst  and strength 
trainine. this type id physical 
deterioration
 
can be 
dras 
ly 
iss 
ed,  iii es vises'.  
SKI 
almuntis 1 tan \ lc( 'lure said that altei he heard 
l'.istt, 
Ii,IIIIC  .11btla 
the importance in LAci, 'se lot the 
cid,
 Is 
'sled  to do 
something  
\ 
Ii 
I 
line  created the 
I 
ienerations
 
P 
\immunity 
\II less I 
'enters. 
is 
hose 
workers  
go
 ont to 
retirement 
centiv , and train older 
adults  to be fitness institictins 
lin then peel, 
\ lin 
cuit
 
that too 
much  
emphasis
 and money is 
It IS
 
tiseul 
Olt 
1110111,2 
cures  
for diseases and not 
enough
 is 
spew on disease pro ention. 
Seth
 
\\
 
oilman.
 
president
 of the 
student 
gerontolo
 
DANIELLE
 STOLMAN /DAILY 
STAFF 
Gerontologist,
 Vivian Silva, a San Jose State 
University alumna, spoke to students about a 
career in 
gerontology  on the "Passionate Careers 
in a Changing World" panel
 Monday 
afternoon
 in 
the Guadalupe
 Room in the Student Union. She 
is the director of the Geriatric 
Advisory  Program 
with the Almaden Valley Counseling Service. Silva 
said the experience of 
caring  for her grandmother 
started her interest in gerontology. 
gy 'team/anon. said the issues brought up by the panel 
hail
 an el ICCI  
in
 all 
student,  
-1 s et y thine that the panelists said today, there's go 
tug 
to be a dad)
 
appli,  anon.-
 \\ 
olleman 
said
 " 
V,, 
ill 
are going to gel oldei. e all 
knon
 
someone  is In' 
is 
ld 
WS
 it mitItislis,iplimuy  
thing 
'areer consultant !Aunt' Morgan g iced 
'I
 lopel till
 Is
 edit, died students 
and  helped them 
to 
11:Col2,111/C  IIIC s 11.11h111CdcliitIl2  1.11,111s 
 
II oull
 
ixml 
1.11.11141.. said
 
liii,.11C 1,1(.11Is \il)s lt,1 
peoplt 
\s,uk
 
ill  dlica.I 
and  
indoc,I
 tias 
sstlhu 
the an
 
nig 
1,p111.01,,11  It wall) 
tinpa,.1 
the  board
 
liesitles  
the  sets IS C alb I
 
It, 
,illhsale
 111s111S1 Xlorgan 
said there arc 111aIl
 
55,0
 to serve 111C
 ()MCI 11011111a 
lion
 
'ken  is ith something like 
appliances
 
in
 
ills, 
if 
has,' a huge chunk of the percentage
 is It. 
tic Mitug
 
those  ears.- Morgan  said 
-Elie
 
common 
ik.nommator
 
Is going to
 lx'
 the
 
situ, 
ill
 ',en population and looking 
at their capabilities 
110u:tax \ itas..1 'titian 
nursing
 
major,  said she ap-
pieivated 
the 
dii visit)  
id 
the
 panelists and the groups 
IIIS 
%%It 11 01 12,1111/11IC 111C C1 CIlls 
\ lot
 01 
dllICICIll  
programs  
canic
 
together.- \ ira 
said 
.1 
lomat  it inspirational.
 and
 Ii 
pens  S0111
 ('S
 
i's
 It 
option, and dilletent fields in 'mutest 
Seminar discusses 
reaching
 out to senior citizen groups 
By Annette Andre 
DAILY STAFF WRITER 
Flue,: gm,' speakers Caine 
I''
 !sail 
.lose 
!Matt: 
P 
MN ersit) 
011 
\\
 cduts'suh.n ti lead a disclission
 
eli 
ittleil 
'I 
.eadep,  
it 
411  
\ 1111111CIIII1.11111 
I 0111111111111
 
!Cs.-  as 
a part ol a 
do 
seminar 1,q -career. In 
\ gme 
i 
'hiss  
\ 
a retired
 
stilt,
 
seling edit, alan. discussed Ins in 
s e went is
 
thu the 13111 I iet nink 
I asIll.111 t.1% I t1SC \ nal liallsp:Ildet 
1 111111111111S
 
I 
'CIIICI 1.111: CCIIICI 
Sias
 
Cs1.11,11,11Cd
 10 
"'khans'
 
and In 
nig 
Pm gether the 
lesbiait.
 eay. 
lasemial  
and  transgeniler
 
community  
"We 
are funded
 grants.  so I 
des duped an eeicise 
progiam." 
It'll)
 man said '511
 ,Aeicise
 isn't 
just 
pimping
 
you' nius, 
k's.
 it 
means
 
being
 ado e 
and being 
ins  
ids
 
e,1 " 
A, a mendier id the sem°,  gay 
population.  
\lens 
111:11I
 sll1111/1CCES
 
it the 
C0111111111114S
 CCIIICY  
ms 
IIIC Ileild 
Of a 
COLIMA,
 111:11 
all%  IsCS 
Center  'S 
threCtlIts  011 is hal 
IICCLIS
 
it,
 be done 
\salmi
 the senior
 
community
 
-Ube needs 
are 
pei.ple  svho
 
are 
sidling
 
to go 
in and 
energi/e
 these 
people  to 
be.oine
 more 
acme," 
Nlerix111:111 
said 
st.11
 10t 
1/1201/IC 
is 
hut, 
are 
still  
isot 
king after theyse 
tented,
 and 
they  ate 
is
 
:lilting 
to Si, 
sic
 
need 
you. and 
the 
upconung
 
population,
 
hi akliess this 
',site and 
help
 them 
wali/e  
Itt,ul Ihece is 
more 
out  
there 
111.11111Pa
 
\sod,
 
'CUTS 
Man  
said
 scillorS
 need
 to 
heeollIC
 Molt' 
ins  OIN ed In 
CSCIels 
mg 
and 
recti',itimuit  
paruwr
 
eviercise
 at 
:ill,  his back SdIS hurting him, his 
knees 
lien:  hurting him,"
 he 
said
 
-Now-
 that he has
 been walking,
 and 
I's e shOWed 
him a 
few 
exercises,
 
he has no 
problems  
at all 
and
 
now
 
lie 
ss,iltI,IuuI 
Miss Ins 'tanning sialk 
come 
lain 
or 
come  shine ' 
\ ferryman
 said Is ounger 
polite  
need
 
to 
start
 encouraging then par 
ctn., and 
grandparents
 
IiIeLeicise 
-stall
 it 
'mutt 
set)  sl.,55 IS, slig - 
Rest 111.1I since 111C %%
 
eaglet is gel-
ling Wee. .1
 
he',. lets 
go loi a 
sialk,
 
not 
lor esseiLise purposes, but 
to
 
see the 
lloss  
CIS  (4 
'4nm:thing  else.-
Nlerr)inan said 
" \\ hat you
 are 
dm
 
me. is 
that
 you  
ale  'letting 
people  
to 
LAC!, Isl anti III. 
111CS 
1 Ills 
lads toil, I 
ICCI is hen 
1.111 
aCIIS  C 
I Il
 u,msc ,aiggestions on 
boss
 
ttlIllilCI
 
,v.cnetlitions
 can help 
ith hong raised in an 
aiI eas
 
1 !Mt
 sic  need to 
do 
%%Atli  these 
sem. 'is is ikis C 111C111 talk abolli their 
e \ pet
 
till, 
('5
 
bet 
:mu.
 
!wind,.
 
your
 
al2C 121.411/ 1.1.11'1 ILO C 
1111,  
\ ICU 1.1), itt k 41 .1 
\ cal ,dd. II tolild go, Son .1 Iltatal 
IISC ol Si 11.11 1 IIC %Sods! IS 
1110. 
that soli arc deaIing silt!' 
1 
lie  
sect 
emit 
gnus!  speakci
 
is 
us 
al111111111s.
 \
 
tsian 'silt 
a,
 
sill,'  
slimed lici eSpeu 
tciii.  es 
cl1Colit  
l'01111211ese  s 
as 
%Sell  
as 
starting  a 'minipill
 
plogiant
 
is 
hue
 
volunteenng  at
 the
 
I 
.2.IICSC
 
trganization 
for 
Social
 ",eli 
I Ippon
 
unit
 les. 
Mil%
 a 
explained  
hos% 
her grand
 
patents
 emigrated 
from
 
the
 
,/Ores
 
and 
that 
although  
Poiluguese
 was the Ii 
151
 language  
that she es er 
spike,
 she 
lost
 
it
 
once  
her father
 decided
 
it
 is 
:isn't
 al -
loss 
int 
"I
 
is 
tinted to go 
back and leam 
tutu
 to speak the language again. 
Mr
 
I 
thought
 ILI 
soltinteer
 at 
Posso,"
 
Silva said. "I 
volunteered,  helped
 
them start 
their 
nutritional  
program  
and I 
loved  it.-
,aisl that 
I 
n 
in 
Portuguesc
 
l'os,o
 is a 
program 
is Inch 
Sits 
ii cleated 
Portugnese immigrants 
StI%-ii said that 99 percent  
the 
people at Posso 
don't  six.als 
1 
lighsli
 
" I 
hey are Iragile Iwcause 
of tlic 
language 
banter,  they 
need help
 
11,,
 
mg to 
a (It 
taloa
 
Ilies  
TILT,'
 
help
 
itIl 
mg out paixis.. slit: said -.1.11C 
IC 
ally collie 
to 
1'11,0,11
 (( I 
gel  help 
'Elie third 
gue,a
 
1,e.rkei
 sits 
\lan, 
I 
elsIe. 
.1 
iciae.entaine
 
the .11,1111,, 
I'
 .11S IlsItIC 
011111111111i
 \ a 111(1111k1 
tll IIIC I 
1111/1110
 
C0111111111111S.
 I CS Isle 
dust IlssCd IltnS 
IIC CI1C01111:02.Cs 
ii 61st
 
pen 'ply tii hie an iwtise lute 
-111C
 Oilier du I 
wd,
 Is 
a 'king 
011
 Ow 
Web  and 
I u as 
SO 
11111/lessCd  
SS 1111 What I SilN1 141010 Ol a '44 
S Cal
 out
 %%Innen in perfect ski limn 
is 
inning
 the 
11.1110nal
 
C11;11111/1011  - 
shirrs.-
 
I1.'% 
Isle said
 
I t 
CollfSC
 
Itit 
el on 1 Iolint1  she Was
 111C 
coltipetiloi ol that age, I can't 
dell
 ski 
Ilei he explained his disastrims 
experiences on skis. he said, "I base 
firtnendons respect for peopk 
who  
kilos%
 lion 
1,,  
ivall  
I 
es
 isle said t hal atter 
neglecting 
eieut,s. lin mails thirty years,  and 
havising on earning a degice and 
becoming a 
busillessillall.
 Ile Marl) 
shed alter Ills Wien( .111th, expen-
ence.  
le said he plans 
mutt
 keeping 
up with juLlo, despite the 
pain.  
'I'm 
shanng  
this  
is 
Ph
 a hit 
of 
semors 
that we &lea, ith al the 
Niirthside
 
CI 
/1111111111It
 Center. -
1 es isle said. "I 
see  
seniors  
is hum
 hie 
1de much belle' than 
those  much 
younger
 then them,
 but
 there is still 
a lot of work that hits to he done in 
helping them realite that there is so 
much to
 
life" 
From left, All Rahnoma, a 
junior 
sociology  
major,  Adam 
Welch, a 
junior
 social sciences 
major, Sunshine Sagui, a junior 
communications major, and Juliarn 
Rosenberg, a 
sophomore
 political 
science 
major,  all members of 
the Rise Up' Coalition 
San  Jose 
worked at a table
 at the Paseo 
de Cesar 
Chavez  on Monday 
afternoon 
distributing  
information
 
about a statewide 
student
 walkout 
scheduled for April  26. 
Students
 will 
be walking 
out statewide 
to
 protest 
fee 
hikes,  San Jose 
State  University 
students 
should  also walk out to 
demonstrate
 their belief that SJSU 
President
 Don Kassing should 
return his pay raise, Rahnoma 
said. Rahnoma and 
Rosenberg 
raised 
fists 
to symbolize 
the Tommy 
Smith and 
John
 Carlos statues 
that 
students were told 
to meet at for 
the upcoming walkout. 
DANIELLE STOLMAN /DAILY STAFF 
011ichaek5
 
THE  ARTS AND
 CRAFTS 
STORE  
NOW OPEN IN 
SAN
 
JOSE 
SAN JOSE MARKETCENTER 
561 COLEMAN
 AVE. 
408-975-9371
 
OVER 290 
STYLES  
Directions: 
from Go, take the 
Taylor  offnamp to 
Coleman Ave. 
horn take the 
Coleman 
Ave. exit. 
from 
V,
 take the 
lull= St. off -ramp
 to 
downtown & follow to 
Coleman Ave. 
2 
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Original  Ticketed Pine 
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Yellowcard
 
and 
Mae  
create  
a 
stir
 
at
 
Virgin's  
Mega
 
Tour
  
at
 
the 
Event
 
Center
 
DANIELLE STOLMAN / DAILY
 STAFF 
From left, Mae's 
vocalist
 Dave Elkins pauses on stage with 
keyboardist Rob Sweitzer. 
By Dominique Streeter 
DAILY  STAFF WRITER 
lellint
 
card
 
stsept 
the 
San Jose 
State I 111%crs0 
it curt 
(*enter
 
on 
Mond:I.\ night tt ith all eshilarat 
mg 
pi:nom:ince that len fans 
cheering lin mole 
LCONCERT
 REVIEW 
I he ilind 
ligin 
College
 S lega lout olicied
 liiih 
let els  of eneigt. %Dili the inti 
mate feel 
ti 
1 
.niallei  %cline
 
lellotccaid eineiged on stage 
amidst  a 
Hash 
,1
 
ti 
illiani 
ellott  
lights
 
Lead singer kt an 
Kt 
t clic 
tied e \cited 
gasps
 
and 
Si
 
!Canis
 
It, m the audience 
as lie 
upon a platiorm in the 
It
 
the stage 1i:et 5 pleasant
 %mei. 
carried
 at it's'  the I tent 
I 
cruel.
 
sounding
 et en 
better 
than
 he 
does 
011 ille ratho
 
Violinist Sean 
Slackin  grinned 
as he 
danced  at 
ro..
 
the
 
'dirge  
/ealiiii*  
',Lit
 
mg
 
Iris iii 
strument,
 
much  
to 
the delight of 
female Ian.
 tt 
Ii,'
 
shucked
 tt
 
mu 
inhibition
 Cacti t inic lie Made
 inc 
Conlacl \\ 1111 
The 
hand
 peilormed
 
music  
Iron) its 
latest release.  
-Lights
 
and
 Sounds." tet 
also catered 
to 
its 
long  term 
Ians
 lit pi:donning
 
hits released beton: 
its Int LI) 
icean St time 
The bright llashing lights
 on 
stage 
illuminated  the 
musician',  
as 
the) 
toLked 
out 
to
 Ws,
 
such
 
as
 
"I
 
titt.
 
I 
lie 
lellim
 
card  lemained  
entim 
siaslic 
throughout
 its set.  
leap
 
mg
 and dancing 
about  the stage. 
translernng
 its escitement 
to the 
beaming
 
cro%%1.1
 
.S1 one 
point. )ell,mcard 
re 
quested that Ian, in the 
audience  
pet -lot
-III
 a
 i lide rilli 1 lie 
floor
 
01 
the It cut 
I 
'enter became a 
mils
-
sit c sX irl 01 
0111111i11 bodies 1'1111-
'1111g ill ;,1 
plan'  Click 
Olin\  cant!  illail.H.!ed
 
lo 
sill  
pass e 
pct. -1.111011s 
in 
it' pit clial 
ing 
its 
ileiplentlt
 heard hit song. 
tt 
iii sii nut,, Ii enthusiasm
 that 
1110 
aim''`f
 'minded 
Ito% 
Site offset 
lellottcatil  
high  
It energi/ed set
 %t
 
it!' its ielased, 
dream 
like 
music
 
Beams
 
pale 
light 
shot\ 
ii 
on adoring 
IaLes  
Hi tile 
andicilLe  and Hooded 
Ille
 
Lead singe' Date Llkins 
tlteuu 
k. 
Ills 00 as he sci 
enrideul 
(lit' 111,211,m
 Li,md
 
Mac 
k01),,aidisi
 
mciller
 
passiolialcl  
',mindedIns
 
ket 
board
 :is 
he 
sang
 along
 to It 
tic..  
such
 
'1  lust tt 
anna  tt ake
 up I 
ilist %%
 
alma ttake up 
in 
someone 
else ;inns " 
some Tins  
closed
 their 
et 
es 
;is !het sang 
along  it,
 the heail
 
%Nrcncliing songs
 and nit limn 
callt st.at ed back and forth 
Mae maintainecl a soothing 
tone throughout  the 
set,
 t 
et
 still 
maintained :1 lit eft 
atmosphere  
p and coining local band. 
Sit 1 Miller Sell. kit'ked
 
oll the 
concert
 ` nit .1 ma
 
Suet 
it
 
mance 
Ss 
,;,,licellg.ocis  
Hick 
led ill.
 1110  tpuiit kl became
 en 
'rant ed 
\kith the highlt enci 
gi/eci band and packed the tront 
01 the 
stage. 
pulling  
out their 
Lalliela  ph, 
tiles  
it,
 
lila!)  
I lie 
TI'' 
lilt 
ltienniitei 
an, 
Ili  Ille Nan 
Josc
 based
 
band 
sang along
 
to It
 
rues.
 such 
is 
"Hris engagement is gasping 
toi gen .Sinl I 
don't  think 
\tell make it out alit tt kite 
hiussi iii!', 
bobbing 
their  heads 
tip  
and 
dot%  
n 
I cad singei I lei Florence Is 
an 
SIS  
I 
,ophottioic
 littspililir 
!Halo! and (1111111111cl Went Nunn 
IS
 
a 
sophomine
 Itt  
I 
he
 band peifoinied it. 
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&n en 
songs  
mill en 
thushisin and 
sbottcased  its con 
I Went stage plot% ess as inem 
hers ol 
the  
band
 
.tt,iggered
 and
 
lumped at 
loss 
the
 
.tage  
I net It, a sell desciilied 
It  punk 
band.-  
also main 
tinned  
i t 
igiirotis encig
 let el 
dining its
 set, 
It Inch 
comple  
mewed
 its light
 
hearted
 punk
 
St the 
end  
of 
the 
night.
 
dim% cal 's undeniable dage 
presence
 and abilitt to please 
its 
audience len liris screaming lor 
all elliore 
\ lief \\ 11,11  It'll
 like all tier 
1111 
11,1,1 
passed,
 
\ c.11,1 rc 
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It
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of 
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Hie 
band  ttii',  etttemelt
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 set 
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card  
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commit  
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 ol its fans 
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return  to 
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s11111111e1
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Loin:CH
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.t 
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to perform
 
:11111 11111101  
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DANIELLE STOLMAN
 / DAILY STAFF 
Yellowcard lead singer Ryan Key plays
 his guitar Monday evening 
at
 the San Jose State 
Event  Center. 
The band is the 
featured  act of the Virgin 
College Mega Tour,  
DANIELLE
 
STOLMAN
 / DAIL
 
Adoring 
fans in the
 front
 rows cheer and scream as Yellowcard
 
plays  
hits from its
 
newest
 release. 
TAFF 
YEAH, 
IT'S THAT
 
FUiy.
 
That's 
why 
ComedySportz
 has 
been  named 
Metro's Best of 
Silicon  Valley 
and The Wave's Editor's
 Choice. You never know what you're going to see 
because
 everything
 is 
based  
on
 
YOUR  suggestions.
 Improv Comedy that's 
fast, 
fresh  
and  
always
 funny. 
Check  out our' schedule below... 
ComedySportz
 
Two 
teams  battle it out for your laughs. 
Fridays and 
Saturdays - 8pm 
Student 
Admission
 
$12 
With 
this
 ad only $IO 
The 
Midnight
 Show 
Not
 for the easily 
offended.
 
Fridays at 10:30pm
 
Admission
 
$7
 
With this 
ad still
 
$7 
Camera 3  
Corner  of San Carlos and Second St.  Just two blocks from campus! 
comedysportz
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Chuck
 
Norris
 
makes  career
 move 
into
 
writing
 
Action
 
hero  
trades
 martial arts
 for
 
authoring  
Western  
novels
 
By 
Andrew  
Torrez  
DAILY  STAFF
 
WRITER
 
Action -movie
 
star  
Chuck  
Norris  
takes  
readers  
into 
the 
'is 
II War  era in 
his  
newest
 
novel  
The 
Justice
 
Riders
 
BOOK
 
REVIEW  
Norris. 
who 
starred  in 
the 
CBS
 tele% ision
 
show
 
"Walker,
 
Texas Ranger" Irons 
1993 to 
2001, co -wrote
 the 
hi
 e 'Is 
is 
111  
Ken 
Abraham, 
Aaron 
Norris
 and 
Tim tray ein 
In thc nos el r 
ieneral
 William
 
T. 
Sherman enlists
 the help of 
lizra
 Justice ii) 
form an 
elite  
group
 of se's
 en 
men who are 
tis ing to 
put an end
 to the 
war.  
Ntlis
 
said  
during a conference  
call last 
week. 
"It was the 
characters  that 
really sold 
me
 on this,- 
Norris  
said. 
"Because
 it's about 
seven  
men 
who help change
 the course 
of 
history  during the
 (Ivil War." 
The team 
consists of a diverse
 
group
 of 
soldiers  
and gunslingers
 
brought  
together  
by Justice to de
-
teat the South. 
"They must 
pull off raids that 
Washington  
says 
are impossible,sab-
otage  the South's
 
supply 
lines,
 
of) 
lain crucial intelli 
gence 
information,  
snatch 
prisoners  and assassinate 
Confederate
 officers,-
 Planned 
'Felevision Arts 
said 
about
 the 
novel in a prCSS release. 
S\ 
lisle 
the  
"Justice
 
Riders-
 
gg
Afcling
 is 
harder 
or 
me 
than writing." 
 Chuck Norris actor 
and novelist 
Nee 
gunfights and
 
battles
 
with 
the Confederate 
army  
during
 
co
 
yen 
operations.  the team 
must  
also learn to work together. 
There is a constant conflict
 be-
tween 
two of 
the 
members
 in the 
group throughout the book. 
" 
h c 
quirky 
Sergeant 
Shaun  
O'Hanyon  is 
an impel
 uous 
Irish 
boxer 
determined 
to 
fight  
to 
end  
preju-
dice 
against 
those from 
his
 count
 
the press release 
said
 "But 
must  
work 
with
 Reginald 
Itonesteel.
 
flamboyant,
 
womaniiing  
Pro  
Norris uses 
tiistiiiir31 
kilts
 
and 
fIC11011  10 help 
shape 
the 
it  
of 
"The 
Justice 
Riders." 
which 
is 
the
 first 
01
 
stki It's Of hooks 
"Hut 
I 
lose
 history
 
and 
I lose 
Vs 
esterns," 
Noiris 
said. "So I Just 
blended
 the two 
togethei  and 
that's 
what
 
makes  it so. 
made 
it 
exciting
 . 
there are a lot
 
of 
tactual 
facts 
in 
this
 
book
 
that a lot  
of 
people
 
don't  
know
 
about
 " 
One 
or 
the 
historical
 
men-
tioned 
[ill; 
the 
book
 is 
a tale about
 
the 
sultana
 
steamship
 
di 
sister
 in 
[1.4,5
 
Sitilana  
slcantshIp  sunk
 
k 
tlier 
the ship's
 
It -is 
ill! 
I. -till  
crew 
inc 
Itube
 
gg 
'it 
I love
 
B 
Ii 
istory
 
and I love
 
Westerns."  
 Chuck Norris,
 actor and 
novelist 
and t mon piisons
 
eithei
 
sir %%
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about it 
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 nt 
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i a
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incoln
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is is 
sassinated
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%%wire.-  \ ow. 
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wrst-
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Is., 
Ks
 alreasi Its 
the time I 
got 
into the 
mos
 it'
 
%solid  
I ele' into' 
111.1111,11 art hooks 
anti all thus 
+Int I and I 
found 
lime
 had been a 
La
 e,i,R1 
Last ear. 
Niiitts  helped 
Imin
 
the 11\ odd( 
timbal
 
I 
eaple, which 
has eight 
teams  ot 
six Kok., 
sional
 
Lach team must 
eat
 
ii as inan 
points
 
as pie,ifils.
 dui lite to. 
rintild
 Mali: 
ht's st 
mu it 
tat
 
'It's  
been
 ext 
lime. -
Norris 
said  
.1 
C.iies.1 
',Min.('  in the 
mama!
 sits
 s odd and 
it blend 
rtl 11110 
1113'  
111111  1
 
,rid.
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\solid  
again  
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EMPLOYMENT 
STUDENT ASSISTANT! Spartan Daily Business Office needs 
Student Assistant Train now for Fall Semester Great campus 
job Work about 10 Hrs/ wk. (mostly Friday) Duties include 
Auditing Daily Advertising Orders Billing/ Account Maintenance/ 
Data Entry Customer Service Must have 
General Accounting 
Knowledge and Posses Excellent Communication 
Skills Apply 
Spartan  Daily Window. Dwight Bentel Hall Room 209. Mon -Fri 
10 00am-3 30pm 
CAMPUS JOB FOR FALL 2006! 
SPARTAN DAILY DELIVERY POSITION Student needed 
6 30am-8 30am 
Monday
 thru Thursday, on school days. to 
deliver the 
Spartan  Daily to campus newsstands Must be 
dependable with 
current
 CDL & clean DMV to pass campus 
driving course requirement
 Energetic & able to lie bundles of 
papers Living on  or near campus is a plus Apply Spartan Daily 
Window Dwight Bente) Hall, Rm 209 10 00am to 
3 30pm
 Mon. 
FriTraining will 
be
 completed before end of Spring Semester
 
DELIVERY
 DRIVERS Party rental business Perfect for 
students Earn up to $250 
every  weekend Must have reliable 
truck 
Heavy lifting is 
required  Call 408 
292-7876  
ACTION  DAY 
NURSERYIPRIMARY
 PLUS seeking
 Infant. 
Toddler
 & Preschool Teachers 
& Aides F/ T & P/ T 
positions  
available  Substitute 
positions are also 
avail  that offer flexible
 
hrs ECE units
 are reci'd for teacher 
positions but not recfcl
 for 
Aide 
positions  Excellent 
opportunity  for Child 
Development  
majors Please call 
Cathy  for an interview @ 2441968
 X16 or 
fax res
 to 248-7433 
DAYCARE
 TEACHERS. K- 8th school
 seeks responsible 
individuals 
for extended daycare 
PIT
 afternoons No 
ECE  units 
req d Previous childcare 
cap a must Please call 
248-2464  
WELCOME
 BACK SPARTANS! Local valet company
 needs 
enthusiastic
 & energetic team players to work 
at
 nearby malls, 
hospitals private events & country clubs 
FT/PT  avail We will 
work around your school 
schedule  Must have clean DMV
 and 
be able to drive manual transmission 
vehicles  Lots of fun & 
earn good money Call 14081  
593-4332 or (408) 867-7275 
SWIM  TEACHERS! Year round 
program
 indoor pool Experience 
with children a must Teaching 
experience  not required AM/PM/ 
WE shifts available Email resume to sdaviseavac us 
NOW HIRING! If you are looking for a job we can help. 
Register with SpartaSystem (the Career 
Center's online 
career management tool) and 
access over 1400 job listings 
on SpartaJOBS  the Career Center's official job and internship 
bank
 Its
 easy visit us at www careercenter sjsu edu, sign 
in
 
and search 
SpartaJOBS' 
ABCOM PRIVATE SECURITY Security -All Hrs 24/7. PT/ FT 
Possible Commute Recptionst/ Schduler-Eve PT 
(4081247-
4827 
ATTN: SJSU STUDENTS PART-TIME OPENINGS! $1500 
BASE-appt
 " Vector, the company for students, has part-time 
openings available
 for Customer Sales/ Service The positions 
otter numerous unique benefits for students 
HIGH 
STARTING
 PAY 
"FLEXIBLE
 SCHEDULES 
***Internships
 Possible 
All  Majors 
May Apply 
""No 
Exp Necessary 
--Training
 Provided 
Earn income & 
Gain Experience' VVatch 
for us on -campus 
throughout  the semester.
 or CALL 866-1100,  
9am-5pm WNW 
workforstudents
 com/ sjsu 
TEACHER
 KidsPark Childcare
 Center Flexible 
hours day.  
eve. wknds
 Child Development 
Units required Fun 
recreaion  
program Team 
Environment  
Benefits  available
 
Center  by 
Valley Farr Mall Contact
 
Leslie
 213-0970 or 
Fax  res to 260-
7366 
Leslie@kidspark
 corn 
LOS GATOS SWIM & RACQUE1 CLUB ,s currently  accepting 
applications for positions in the following departments Front 
Desk. Fitness Start Summer Camp Childcare & Age -Group 
Swim Coaches Applicants are to be outgoing able to multi -task 
& good customer service is a must PT -AM/ PM shifts available 
For more 
info call (408) 356-2136 or Fax resume to (408) 358-
2593 
STUDENTPAINTERS.NET  
is now hiring FT and Pt 
House Painters and Production 
Managers 
No cap nec 
Training 
Provided  
South Bay Areas 
Exterior -Residential 
18yrs  
old-" 
5850-511
 00/ hr 
Contact studentpainters net@hotmail corn 
WANTED: BEFORE & AFTER -SCHOOL TEAC HE R St 
LEADERS This is a great opportunity for 
education & child 
studies majors 
AM and PM shifts available Must have 
experience  working with children & have a minimum 0112 units 
in child related classes Call Small
 World Schools @ 408 283 
9200  X21 or fax res to 408 283-9201 
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
 camp Counselors/Life Guards/ 
Program Instructors creative 
arts, rhythm & drama nature 
recreation and outdoor living skills neeaed for residential 
camping program serving children and adults with disabilities 
Openings from June to mid
-Aug  if you are interested in a 
challenging and rewarding experience and want to make a 
difference 
come loin 
our  team Visit www siasers
 
ices
 org 
or call 
(408)243-7861
 (408)243-7861
 
LEFT AT ALBUQUERQUE is 
currently
 accepting applications 
for Server and Bartender Positions Applicants are to be 
personable friendly outgoing able to multi -task and have great 
customer service Experience
 is preferred but not required 
PT -AM/ PM shifts available Stop in to fill out an 
application  
Located at 1875 S Bascom Ave. Campbell in the Pruneyard 
SUMMER CAMP JOBS OPENINGS!! 
Summer Camp Instructors and Directors 
ID Tech 
Camps  provides weeklong Day & Overnight 
technology camps for students
 ages 7-17 You II find us at 
40 distinguished universities nationwide 
including Stanford 
Berkeley.
 St Mary s and Santa Clara
 
Job 
Description
 
Teach
 students 
ages 7 to 17 Programming 
& 
Robotics.  20 
and 3D Video Game Creation Digital Video Production. Web 
Design & Flash Animation 3D Character Modeling and more 
Experience teaching and working with kids a 
plus If you are 
energetic,  have a team playing attitude
 
and a flexible summer 
schedule please apply for a summer position with us Please 
complete an Online Employment 
Application  available at https // 
internaldnve com/
 summer_employment htm 
SUMMER CAMP STAFF Girl Scout Camp hour north of 
Truckee in 
CA Sierra Nevada mountains seeks counselors 
(18+). 
nurse (21+. RN), activity staff (pool, canoeing archery
 
arts 
and crafts 18+1 and kitchen staff (21+) Salary based on 
position and experience Room & board provided Must live on 
camp June -August Information & application at www gssn org/ 
camp
  (775)322-0642  
FOR RENT 
X-LARGE-2BD-2-BLOCKS 
FROM SJSU 
2bd apartment with 
walk  in closets Great for students/ 
roommates', Great Floor Plan, VVasher & Dryers on premisis 
Parking available  Only $1,050/ 
mo. may work with you on the 
deposit" 
(408)378-1409  
HOUSING 
FOR YOU 
AT THE SJSU 
NAT 
IONAL
 
HOUSE,
 
We 
offer Housing for 
American  & International
 Students 
'An 
intercultural 
experience  with 
international
 students 
'One  
semester
 contract 'Computer
 lab study room & 
student 
kitchen 'Wireless 
Internet  access 'A safe friendly 
& home -like 
environment 
'Various cultural activities 'Parking
 (also rented 
to non-residents) We are currently 
accepting applications The 
International House is 
located
 
@360
 So 11th Street If 
you  are 
interested or have 
further  questions please 
call 9246570 
SPOTLESS 2 
BD/1BA  Prkng laundry 2 blcks
 
S 
of 
SJSU  
$1000) mo No Pets 559-1356 
FOR 
SALE 
PAGESINCOLOR.COM  
Fair
 
Trade Crafts (Sweatshop
 Free
 Apparel 
Handbags 
$10 & up 888 E Santa Clara SJ Call for open 
hours 
(4081924-0846  
SERVICES 
SMILE CHOICE DENTAL PLAN (includes cosmetic) 
$6900
 per 
year  Save 30%-60% For info call 1-800-655-3225 or www 
    
PROFESSIONAL EDITING 
Fos
 your paper or dIsse.i.i 
Experienced Efficient Exact Familiar with APA 
styles ESL is a specialty 
Grace@t831125.2  1108 
or
 Evagrace@ 
eat corn or visit www
 gracenotesediting cow 
NOTARY PUBLIC 
Downtown  San Jose at 4th & St John 2 Blks 
from campus 115 N 4th 
Street Suite #125 408-286-2060  
OPPORTUNITIES  
TRAVEL AGENT PT/ FT No cap Home [Dv Great travel 
benefits' Earn while you learn'
 (2091962-0654/6312 
SERIOUS ENTREPRENEUR? 
Discover a real home business Earn 
CEO level income in less 
than half the hours Call for 
info  650-240-0147 or visit www 
provenincomeopportunity
 corn  
WANTED 
SSPERM DONORS NEEDEDS Up to $900/month Healthy 
MEN 
in college or ind a college degree wanted for our 
anonymous  sperm donor program Help people 
realize their 
dreams of starling a family 
APPLY 
ONLINE
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JFSIKF   1:sst 
sy United is. I. 
HOW TO PLAY 
Each row must contain
 
the numbers
 1 to 9 
each column 
must
 oon-
lam the
 numbers 1  
to 
9. 
and each set of 3 by 
3 boxes must 
contain  
the 
numbers
 1 to 9 
PREVIOUS SOLUTION 
2 
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SPARTAN
 DAILY
 
makes 
no
 claim for products
 or services 
advertised  above 
nor 
is there any 
guarantee  implied 
The classified 
columns  
of the Spartan 
Daily consist 
of paid 
advertising
 and 
offering
 
are approved
 or 
verified  by the 
newspaper
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STLIOENT
 REQIIRED. Rule applies to student's
 nalwidiral ads only. 
Not intended
 For Ismassesses and/or
 other person.. Fmtiplenc 
sliswissull  does 
WI 
apply. 
Now Submtt
 I 
lassifeds
 I 
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 ni,1 with the cotwrinence of a credit
 cant 
Questions?
 408-924-3277 
TODAY'S
 
CROSSWORD PUZZLE 
ACROSS  
Moods
 d 
too 
Ii Talents 
11 
Health
 resort 
14 On even 
terms  
15 Estuary 
16 Was 
victorious 
17 crawling with 
insects
 
18 Orchestra member 
20 Label 
21 Russian veto word 
23 Parking penalties 
24 Rapiers 
26 Balcony
 
28 Heir. often 
30 River embankment
 
31 
Strata  
32 Jack rabbits 
33 Rug rat 
36 
Off helper 
37 
Yardsticks  
38 
They
 may be 
sealed 
39 Was on a jury  
40 Fixes a shirttail 
41 Tie-dye cousin 
42 Hong 
Kong  abodes 
43 Mesas 
44 Tile 
murals
 
47 
Trumped-up
 
48 Expect 
49 Beach scavenger 
50 Tech 
reading
 
53 Comfy chairs 
56 
Griffith or Zola 
58 
Squid's  weapon 
59 
Watering  
place  
80 
Sharp points 
81 Slalom run 
62 Down and out 
63
 Heroic tales 
DOWN 
babitity 
Seascape hue 
3 Most 
mountainous  
4 
Pester  
PREVIOUS
 PUZZLE SOLVED 
1.,ottooly
 
6 
Donates
 
7 
  for keeps
 
8 Ziegfeld
 
nickname 
9 Util
 bill 
10 Represses
 
11 Boars alcl 
Sows
 
12 
Tough 
question
 
13 Restive 
19 World's longest 
river
 
22 To date 
25 Jaunty
 
26 Microbes
 
27 Wide sts 
28 LGA postings 
29 "Mona ' 
30 Adventures 
32 Horse's
 ankles 
33 Giggling 
34
 Aunt Bee's 
nephew 
35
 
Clucks  
37 Now,
 to Caesar 
38 Back muscles 
40 College fee 
41 
Cartridges  
42 
Stammer 
43 Checkbook
 
amt 
44 
Donny's  sister 
45 
Country singer 
Buck  
46 Grocery 
containers 
47 
Meticulous  
49
 Matnx 
51 
Petition 
52 Sergeant's
 
supper
 
54 
Glasgow
 
turndown
 
55 
Language  
suffix
 
57
 Ms Farrow
 
of films 
MEM 
EMMEffi mum 
11111 
IIIIIMIII  
mum 
MOM  MOM 
MEM 
MEmu
 
M1111::: 
MIME MINIM
 Mil 
NEM
 MIME mull 
MOUE MIME 
MEM= MIME 
MUM MEM MOM 
MOMMINIMME
 MEM 
MI MUM MEM
 
mum  MIME MEM
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The 
Gamekillers
 
OBITUARIES
 April 
2006 
Joe Magnet 
Rashid 
Theodore  
Andy Tider 
(rkuur 
Ross
 Bat 
ton 
MAGNER, Joe, Acton, MA 
N. 
THEODORE, 
Rashid,
 New York, NY 
Peter Moyse 
Mike Choi 
Judd  Engelbrecht 
TIDER, Andy, Teaneck, NJ 
° 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 P k f . amv ob. s 
140,
 
BARTON, Ross, McDonough,
 GA 
0;a111v  iKi11ri 03ante  
'Kitty])  
MOYSE,  Peter, Washington DC 
CHOI,
 Mike, Queens, 
NY 
PAMADVERTISEMENT  
4 
ENGELBRECHT,  Judd, Brainerd, MN 
Obituaries can be created and sent 
via 
email to friends at 
gamekillers
 corn 
Keep
 Your Cool. 
Axe  Dry. 
